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ILLUSTRATED ANTI-EVOLUTION
1. ALDERSON, Rev. C[hristopher]. The AldersonianMosaic system of creation, or, the supposed cause of Earth’s rotation on
her axis, or the day and night motion of our planet; and also of other
divine, wise and benevolent physical laws, clearly seen in God’s
creation within our world and the solar system. Huddersfield: Daily
Chronicle Steam Printing Works, 1880.
4to. viii, 149 pp. With 12 full-page and numerous text
illustrations (some colored). Publisher’s cloth, decorated in
blind and gilt. A very good copy with a contemporary
inscription on title (“the gift of the Rev. Newton R. Lloyd
dated January, 1890).
$ 550.00
First edition of this rare and fascinating work by a truly unique
individual. The Rev. Alderson, appalled by the growing acceptance
of the theory of evolution, and after reflecting on the subject of the
earth’s creation, suddenly received a new insight as to all physical
principles and laws of nature. Thus, we have the Aldersonian-Mosaic
system of creation, as he so nobly shares credit. In a series of
questions and answers, he attempts to reconcile current knowledge
of the physical and geological sciences with the Biblical theory of
creation. Temperature, light, gases, electricity, magnetic attraction,
comets, sunspots, the motion of the earth, and ocean currents are not
only explained but illustrated for the layperson. Of particular interest
is his insight into the structure and habitation of the Moon. Overall,
compelling reading.

CAUSES OF SUICIDE IN FRANCE
2. ANONYMOUS. Du suicide. Paris: Le Clere, 1797.
Two volumes. 12mo. [iv], xvi, 178; [iv], 263, 1, pp., including
half-titles, table of contents and errata. Engraved frontispiece in
first volume. Partially printed on blue paper. Contemporary russet
calf- backed marbled boards, spines gilt, marbled endpapers. An
excellent copy.
$ 1500.00
First and only edition of this rare treatise on the controversial subject
of suicide. The anonymous author hopes to shed more light on this
cultural taboo. He begins by providing statistics of suicides that have
been announced in France (500 suicides in 6 years or 20,000 suicides in
the last century), which he believes are consistently underreported by
families and newspapers due to public and religious shame. The author
sets forth examples to support his conclusion that suicides are a systemic
problem in French society, as illustrated by Madame L’s suicide (a
woman with a seemingly happy life who drowned herself in the river).
He claims her death to be a combination of boredom with life, disgust
at her needs, and mood swings brought on by dramatic novels. Our
author disagrees with contemporaneous scholarly and popular opinions
on suicides and concludes the first part with a historiographical critique
of literature including Dubois Delaunay’s Dissertation sur le Suicide, Jean
Henri Samuel Formey’s Mélanges philosophiques, M. Funck’s
commentary on Johan Robeck’s (1672–1739) theological interpretation
of suicide, and Jean Dumas’s Traité du suicideou du meurtre volontaire de
soi-même. The author defines fourteen causes of suicide, including
disgust at the satedness of life, loss of property, a feeling of humiliation,
an unfortunate or ill-fated passion, the abuse of the pleasure of the
senses, envy or jealousness, anger, guilt of crimes, fear and terror, belief
in suicide as just and deserved punishment, madness, and cruel
fanaticism. A rich section of discursive notes fills the second half of the
second volume.
OCLC locates 1 copy in America (UC Irvine)

RENAISSANCE CHRONICLE
3. ANTONINUS of FLORENCE [PIEROZZI, Antonio];
GRADI, Jean (editor). Opus excellentissimu[m] hystoriaru[m] seu
cronicaru[m]. . . . Lyon: [Nicolaus Wolff, March 27, 1512].
Three volumes. Folio. [xii], 215, [5]; [i], 11-17, [2] 1-240, [12];
[xii], 256 [4] leaves. Two columns, 69 lines, red rubricated pen
initials throughout, Lyon’s coats of arms on title. Contemporary
calf over wooden boards, some losses to edges, raised
compartments on spine with gilt title, red speckled edges.
Ownership inscriptions cut away from introductory folios in
each volume.
$ 9500.00
First edition printed by Nicolaus Wolff in Lyon of an early
Renaissance chronicle by a theologian and humanist (Koberger
printed an earlier chronicle by Antoninus in Nuremberg, 1484, under
a different title). Antoninus divides his chronicle into eight chapters,
which trace the various ages of the world and the foundational
episodes that occurred therein. Spanning from creation until 1359, its
scope includes major Christian events from the Old Testament, the
life of Christ, the establishment of the Catholic Church, and even the
persecutions by Roman emperors Diocletian and Maximian against
early Christians with the brutal martyrdoms of virgin saints. Following
in the footsteps of great chroniclers before him, Antoninus drew from
medieval historians such as Saint Augustine and Vincent of Beauvais as
well as from classical authors such as Orosius, Eutropius, Suetonius,
and Lucan (Levelt). This encyclopedic retelling of history perfectly
captures the transition from medieval to modern in Italian
historiography.
Saint Antoninus (1389-1459) was a Dominican friar and eventual
Archbishop of Florence. He served as ambassador to Cosimo de
Medici and as Papal theologian at the Council of Florence in 1439.
OCLC locates three copies in America (Harvard, Columbia, Yale)

THE MAMMALIAN OVUM
4. BAER, Karl Ernst von. De ovi mammalium et hominis genesi
epistolam ad Academiam Imperialem Scientairum Petropolitanam.
Leipzig: Leopold Voss, 1827.
4to. [viii], 40, [2] pp. With half-title, corrigenda, and 1 full-page
hand-coloured engraved plate. Contemporary half calf over
marbled boards; a fine copy on bright white paper from the library
of Tho. Wainwright, with his armorial book plate. $ 38,000.00
First edition of Baer’s famous discovery of the mammalian ovum, a
classic in the history of embryology. “The notion that all animals come
from eggs was pronounced by Harvey, and de Graaf proclaimed that the
follicle named after him was really the mammalian egg. It remained for

Baer to plot the course of ovulation and fertilisation from its later

stages back to the ovary and there to identify the minute cell
which was the ovum. These discoveries were published in the
present paper” (PMM).
Baer (1792-1876) studied in Vienna and later went to Königsberg
as professor of anatomy. He finally moved to St. Petersburg, where
he was a brilliant success and won many honours.
Dibner, 196; Garrison & Morton, 477; Horblit, 9b; Printing & the
Mind of Man, 288

THE DISCOVERY OF THE
DIPHTHERIA SERUM
5. BEHRING, [Emil Adolph von]. Die Geschichte der
Diphtherie. Mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Immunitätslehre.
Leipzig: Georg Thieme, 1893.
8vo. vii, 208 pp. Original printed wrappers; with the
unidentified signature of G. Futteur. Preserved in a clamshell
box.
$ 600.00
First edition of this classic paper. While working in the Koch
Laboratory, Behring (1854-1917), a Prussian Army surgeon,
demonstrated that the serum of animals immunized against
attenuated diphtheria toxins can be used as a preventive or
therapeutic inoculation against diphtheria in other animals.
Disappointed when he learned that the effect of the antitoxin was
short-lived, he found that concentrating the antitoxin and the
precise measurements of its strength made the treatment of
diphtheria practical and reliable, thereby providing the physician
with a victorious weapon against illness and death. In 1901, von
Behring was the first recipient of the Nobel Prize for Medicine
for his discovery of the fundamental principle of an antitoxic
serum containing a “natural antidote” against a biological poison.

MILESTONE IN THE HISTORY OF PROBABILITY
6. BERNOULLI, Jakob. Ars conjectandi, opus posthumum. Basel:
Thurnisiorum, Fratrum, 1713.
4to. [iv], 306, 35, [1] pp. With 2 folding charts, 1 folding plate
and errata. Contemporary paper over thin boards, marbled paper
spine; an excellent uncut copy with wide margins, library stamp
on title and some minor browning.
$ 25,000.00
First edition of a milestone in the history of mathematics. Although
left unfinished, it affords abundant evidence of the ability of one of
history’s greatest mathematicians. Especially notable is the theorem
which “places the theory of probability in a more commanding position
than it had hitherto occupied” (Todhunter). Bernouilli here uses the
terms a priori and a posteriori to distinguish two ways of deriving
probabilities: deduction without experience (a priori) is possible with

some devices such as dice but otherwise it is possible to make a
deduction from various observed results of similar events. At the end
we find the epistle Lettre a’ un ami, dur le parties du Jeau de Paume
where the probability calculation is applied to one of the most
significant cultural and social phenomenon in Renaissance, the
sports game of jeu de paume. “It is still the foundation of much
modern practice in all fields where probability is concerned -insurance, statistics and mathematical heredity tables” (PMM). Jakob
Bernoulli (1654-1705) was the eldest in a family of celebrated
mathematicians. He occupied the chair in mathematics at the
University of Basel until his death.
Dibner, Heralds of Science, 110; Horblit, 12; Printing & the Mind of
Man, 179; Todhunter, History of the Mathematical Theory of Probability,
pp. vi, 56-77

THE FIRST FRENCH BOOK ON NAVIGATION
NO COPIES IN NORTH AMERICA
7. BESSARD, Toussaint de. Dialogue, de la longitude: estoueste, De T. Bessard d’Auge en Normandie. Qui est, la premiere
partie du miroer du monde: contenant, tous les moyens, que l’on
pourroit avoir tenues, en la naviguation, iusqu’à maintenat: que, les
deux filles de cosmographie, asçavoir, geo-graphie, & hydro-graphie, en
mettent un nouveau, & plus-seur, en avant: touchant le fait de cette
longitude, tant par mer, que par terre. Rouan: Messgissier, 1574.
4to. [xvi], 111, [1] pp. Woodcut printer’s device on title, fullpage woodcut portrait of author facing impressive full-page
woodcut coat-of-arms. With 20 text woodcuts, including
illustrations of instruments, and 3 tables. Nineteenth-century
vellum; small repairs to title-page and to lower corner of coatof-arms.
$ 65,000.00
First edition of this extremely rare treatise, the first work printed in
France on navigation and one of the earliest attempts to determine
longitude at sea. As a mathematician and instrument-maker, Bessard
believed this could be accomplished by fixing one’s position vis-a-vis
the stars; his instruments, which are
illustrated
here,
support
this
conclusion. Notwithstanding, he was
well aware of the needs of those
traveling by sea, and his methods for
determining longitude at sea were
successfully followed by navigators
and explorers. An early description of
South America is also included,
undoubtedly drawn from Bessard’s
first-hand experience.

Bessard (also Bossard), born in Putot-en-Auge, became an
accomplished mathematician and designer of navigational instruments.
He is remembered as one of the most renowned voyagers of
sixteenth-century France.
OCLC locates no copies in North America
En Français dans le texte, 67

THE EFFECTS OF EMOTIONS ON
THE BODY
8. BESSE, Jean.Traité des passions de l’homme où suivant les
règles de l’analyse l’on recherche leur nature, leur cause et leurs éfets.
[n.p.]: [n.p.], 1699.
Two parts in one. 8vo. [iv], 114, 196, [iii] pp., including table
of contents and errata. Contemporary calf, spine gilt in
compartments; marbled fore-edges. Overall in excellent
condition.
$ 2500.00
First edition. Besse’s rare and unusual text investigates the causes
of human emotion and how the body’s interconnected systems
might contribute to or be affected by those feelings. Besse provides
an analysis on the nature of passion, various sensations, thoughts,
and emotions (such as love, generosity, desire, joy, envy, revenge,
and sadness), and explores how these impact not only the flow of
blood from the heart but the body’s physiology in general. One of
the earliest books on emotional responses, this visceral psychological
and physiological study draws on the foundation laid by Descartes’
treatise Les passions de l’ame (1649).
Jean Besse (c.1670), born in Peyrusse (Aveyron) studied medicine in
Montpellier and Toulouse before taking a professorship in Paris.
No copies located in America

AN EXQUISITE COPY OF
KOBERGER’S BIBLE
9. BIBLIA LATINA. Biblia Latina. Folio (395 x 270 mm). [i],
468, [6] pp. Double column, 51 lines, rubricated, gothic versal
letters in red and blue with decorative pen initials and flourishes
throughout, a spectacular illuminated and gilt initial on incipit, a
few contemporary annotations, table of contents backed and
facing incipit. A superb copy in early brown pigskin with two
clasps, rebacked maintaining original leather with insignificant
wear on cover, marbled endpapers and fore-edges, interior
preserved as if new.
$ 100,000.00
Fifth printed Latin bible by Koberger, though only the fourth with
the summary of the gospels by Menardus Monachus, who suggests
helpful methods for studying the text. Koberger’s first bible was
printed in 1475, and those with the Monachus summary commenced
with the 1477 printing, with two more in 1478 before this copy was
published. An ownership inscription on the incipit reveals the Bible
was once held at the collegiate church of Glogau in Silesia, Poland, a
town that experienced many historical upheavals including the
Protestant Reformation and Nazi control during WWII.

Trained as a goldsmith, Koberger (c.1440/1445-1513) established one
of the earliest and most prolific printing houses in Europe. He was
responsible for publishing a significant number of the most popular
texts of the day, including the Nuremberg Chronicle, the Schatzbehalter,
the Golden Legend, and multiple versions of the Biblia Latina.
Nuremberg became a hub of intellectual learning and book
production, no doubt due in part to Koberger’s entrepreneurial
successes.
GW, 4239; Goff, B-564; Hain 3072; ISTC ib00564000; Winship,
Census of Fifteenth Century Books Owned in America, 3065

FIRST EDITION OF THE DOUAY-RHEIMS NEW TESTAMENT
10. [BIBLE]. The New testament of Iesus Christ, translated faithfully into English. Rheims: John Fogny, 1582.
4to. [xxviii], 745, [27] pp. Complete with errata and tables. Decorative and historiated woodcut initials, head- and tailpieces
throughout. Contemporary calf, rebacked, red morocco spine label; corners worn, insignificant worming, some minor intermittent
discoloration, but generally in excellent condition. Contemporary annotations in English and Latin.
$ 35,000.00
First edition, complete, of the first Roman Catholic New Testament in English. A lengthy prologue addresses moral and practical concerns a
reader might have in regards to a translation of holy scripture. The authors claim to have produced the most authentic interpretation of the
Vulgate Latin with close attention paid to the Greek text. The impetus behind translating the Bible into a vernacular tongue was not to simply
claim a scholarly triumph, but to make the word of God accessible to lay-people and combat heretical and “impious translation put forth by
sundry sectes” (ie., Lutherans and Protestants).
This translation is the work of several English
priests, including Thomas Worthington (15491627), Richard Bristowe (1538-1581), John
Reynolds (or Rainolds (1549-1607), and
William Allen (1532-1594), and lead principally
by Gregory Martin (c. 1542-1582). A brilliant
young scholar, Martin studied at Oxford and
taught in Dublin before taking the post as tutor
to the sons of Thomas Howard, fourth duke of
Norfolk. It was William Allen (later Cardinal),
founder of the English Roman Catholic College
at the University of Douai, who prompted a
New Testament translation to combat the threat
of Protestantism. Plans were made to produce an
Old Testament, but due to a shortage of funds
that text was not published until 1609-10.
ESTC, 2884

THE TERM “DARK AGES” COINED
11. [BINDING]. JOSSET, Pierre [BARONIO, Cesare].
Annales ecclesiastici poeticis numeris illigati. A Christo nato ad nos usque
traducti. Tomus primus. Poitiers: J. Thoreau et A. Mesnier, 1638.
4to. [xx], 624, [18] pp. Complete with approbation, Privilege du
Roi, and index with errata on verso. Title printed in red and
black. Contemporary original binding of richly gilt morocco,
rebacked with the original spine laid down, spine gilt in
compartments with raised bands. Presumably decorated with the
arms of the family of the Des Cervon, Baron des Arsis, mentioned
in the contemporary handwritten inscription in the first blank leaf
that reveals that the book was given as an award to a worthy
student of the Jesuit boarding school at La Fleche, thanks to the
generosity of the Baron. Contemporary ownership notation on
title from the novitiate in Paris (Domus Probationis Parisiensis).
An excellent copy from the library of Holland House with their
armorial bookplate on the front paste down.
$ 7500.00
First edition of this Latin translation in verse of Annales ecclesiastistici by
Cesare Baronio, a history of the first twelve centuries of the Catholic
Church. First published between 1588 and 1607 as an official response
to the Lutheran Historia ecclesiae Christi (History of the Church of Christ),
Baronio’s Annales treats history in chronological order and keeps
theology in the background. It was in this work that the term “Dark
Ages” in the Latin form saeculum obscurum was coined.
Josset (1598-1663) entered the Jesuit order in 1607. He taught Holy
Scriptures and oratory in various colleges, including Limoges, which at
the time was very important and when many professors there had their
works published. Josset also published a famous book on rhetoric in
1650. Baronio (1538-1607) was an Italian Cardinal and historian of the
Roman Catholic Church. As librarian of the Vatican Apostolic Library
from 1597 he had access to sources and material never before used.

Therefore his Annales represent one of the first works on Catholic
ecclesiastic history based on critical examination of sources. Indeed,
he is aknowledged by Roman Catholic writers as the “father of
ecclesiastical history.”
OCLC locates only 1 copy in France; De Backer & Sommervogel,
IV, 824

FIRST PRINTED BOOK ON METALLURGY
12. BIRINGUCCIO, Vannuccio. Pirotechnia. . . . Venice:
[Giovan Padoana], 1550. 4to. viii, 167, [1] leaves. Title within
woodcut border with elaborate woodcut illustrations of various
machines and apparatus, numerous text woodcuts as well as
elaborate woodcut initials. Eighteenth century vellum backed
marbled boards; contemporary annotations throughout.
Contemporary ownership signature of Giovanni Giulio Bruschi
on title, another signature, Alfonso Ruso (?) with an additional
notation partially cut off at the bottom of the title page, and an
annotation in pencil of Henry Blumenberg Jr. Dated July 1,
1925, Los Angeles, Cal., on the fly-leaf.
$ 8500.00
Second edition. This was the first printed book dealing with
metallurgy. It was “written for the practicing metallurgist,
foundryman, dyer, type-founder, glass-maker, and maker of
gunpowder, fireworks and chemicals used in warfare. The second
chapter is devoted to alum. Here is first mentioned cobalt blue and
manganese and the use of sodium chloride for separating gold and
silver from baser metals” (Dibner). Biringuccio here gives the earliest
account of typecasting and the making of statues, medallions, and
bells. “Agricola freely borrowed several sections of the Pirotechnia for
use in his later work” (Hoover). All of Biringuccio’s descriptions are

original, and his intention with the book was definitely descriptive.
The woodcuts depict furnaces for distillation, bellows mechanisms,
and devices for boring cannon and drawing wire. Biringuccio
emphasizes the adaptation of minerals and metals to use — their
alloying, working, and especially the art of casting, of which he writes
in great detail. In this area he is far better than the two other
sixteenth-century authors with whom he is inevitably compared,
Georgius Argicola and Lazarus Ercker. According to Smith & Gnudi,
the translators of the English edition (1942), this second edition is
typographically superior to the first edition of 1540.
Biringuccio (1480-1539?), after travelling throughout Italy and
Germany, inspecting metallurgical operations and running an iron
mine and forge at Boccheggiano, was appointed director of the mint
at Siena. He later cast cannon and built fortifications for the Este and
Farnese families. At the time of his death he was head of the papal
foundry and director of papal munitions at Rome.
Dibner, 38 (1st ed., 1540); DSB, II, p. 143; Duveen, p. 80; Hoover
Catalogue, 130; Partington, II, pp. 32-27; Rossi, Philosophy,
Technology, and the Arts in the Early Modern Era, pp. 43-46; Singer,
History of Technology, III, p. 27; Stillwell, The Awakening Interest in
Science, VI, 827; Wolf, History of Science, I, p. 486

ONE OF THE EARLIEST
COMPREHENSIVE TREATISES
ON COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
13. AMSTERDAM, Private College of [BLASIUS
(BLAES), Gerard; SWAMMERDAM, Jan]. Observationes
anatomicae selectiores; Observationum anatomicarum . . . In quibus
praecipue de piscium pancreate ejusque succo agitatur . . . Amsterdam:
Caspar Commelin, 1667-1673.
Two parts in one volume. 12mo. [iv], 5-45, [1]; [iv], 5-53, [1]
pp. Complete with two title pages, large folding engraved plate in
first part and 10 full-page and 1 double-page engraving in second
part. Full blind-tooled calf in an antique style; preliminary and last
leaf somewhat browned, a few margins closely trimmed, still an
excellent copy with the bookplate of Haskell Norman on the
paste-down.
$ 8500.00
First edition, extremely rare, of the “only publication of one of the
earliest scientific societies” (G&M). The Private College of Amsterdam
was founded by Gerard Blaes (1626-1682), a professor of medicine in
Amsterdam. The College devoted itself to comparative anatomical and
physiological investigations of the lower vertebrates, concentrating
primarily on fishes and mammals. It is in this treatise that the results of
these investigations are published, the first comprehensive treatise on
comparative anatomy since Severino’s 1645 Zootomia democritaea. This
work also contains the first publication of Swammerdam’s early
experiments with neuro-muscular physiology, as well as one of the
earliest descriptions of mercury injection, an investigative method first
employed by Malpighi.

Active from 1664-1672, the Private College of Amsterdam was one
of the earliest of the many European scientific societies established
during the seventeenth century. Included are notes by Ruysch,
Malpighi, Van Horne, Needham, and DeGraaf.
Garrison & Morton, 292.1; Norman, 51

POETRY SOCIETY IN THE
RENAISSANCE
14. BLONDEL, Antoine. Opuscules.
Boscare, 1576

Douai: Chez Jacques

8vo. 248 pp., including index. Woodcut printer’s device on
title, woodcut tailpieces. Contemporary calf, elaborate gilt
embossing including a decorative lozenge on front and back
covers inscribed “EN ESPERAT I DE CORTEVVILLE
DESIRE FAICTIA CUIR M LXXVII,” spine in
compartments, front hinge reinforced, with elegant gauffered
edges. Overall a spectacular binding and copy of an incredibly
rare work.
$ 6000.00
First and only (?) printing of this compilation of poetry in French
and Latin with some additional verses in Italian and Flemish, a rare
and unique example of a humanistic pursuit. The first twenty-four
pages offer humorous sonnets and verses by Antoine Blondel and
authors involved with his local poetic society (see below). Some of
these poems lightly poke fun at Blondel and generally the various
genres and forms of poetry. The volume is dedicated to Mademoiselle
Marie d’Espinoy; nineteenth-century historians debated her identity,
suggesting two possible sixteenth-century women: Philippotte
Christine (also known as Marie-Philippine, Philippe-Chretienne, or
Marie-Christine) de Lalaing (1454-1582), wife of Pierre de Melun (d.
1594), Prince of Epinoy; or Marie de Melun (d. 1634), daughter of
Hugues de Melun (1520-1553), Prince of Epinoy, who married
Lamoral (1563-1624), Prince of Ligne, a knight of the order of the
Golden Fleece (Souvenirs de la Flandre wallonne, 50).

The Antoine Blondel credited for this text was almost certainly the
esteemed knight Antoine Blondel II (d. 1603), Baron de Cuinchy,
Lord of Manicourt, Ghore, Villers-au-Bois, Saulchoy, Verquigneul,
and Lambres. He lived in Milan where he excelled at all the arts of a
gentleman, before returning to Cuincy where he established the
small “banc poetique,” a group dedicated to spinning verses about
youthful beauty (Pettegree, 5859).
In regards to the inscribed binding, we are certain that it is not
related to the Blondel family’s heraldry or armorial motto. However,
the name Corteville may refer to the Flemish Corteville (Courteville
or Cortewille) family, suggesting that the book was previously
owned by a member of that noble clan. There is evidence that the
family was based in Northern France, which was at the time part of
Flanders (for example in Steenvoorde). One family member, Josse
de Corteville, Lord of Polinchove, was tasked with a secret mission
by Philippe II in 1577 (Parenty, 355).
We have located only two other extant copies of this work at the
Douai Bibliotheque municipal and Versailles Bibliotheque
municipal. No copies located in OCLC.

X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
EXHIBITION COPY
15. BRAGG, William Henry & BRAGG, William
Lawrence. X rays and crystal structure. London: G. Bell & Sons,
1915. 8vo. vii, [i], 228, [2] pp., including half-title and index,
plus 2 pages publisher’s advertisements. Printer’s device on title.
With 5 photographic plates. Numerous text diagrams, charts,
tables. Original publisher’s blue cloth, gilt lettering on spine.
“PRESENTATION COPY” blind-stamped onto title. From the
library of Arnold Thackray with his bookplate on the pastedown, and another bookplate laid in noting that this book was
Exhibit No. 241 in the 1951 Festival of Britain Exhibition of
Books, arranged by the National Book League at the Victoria &
Albert Museum.
$ 1950.00
First edition of the statement of Bragg’s Law, by the father and son
team who shared the 1915 Nobel Prize for physics “for their services in
the analysis of crystal structure by means of x-rays.” Concentrating on
the knowledge of atomic structure that x-ray provides, the Braggs
virtually gave the science of crystallography a new basis, making way for
Moseley’s reconstruction of the period table and the discovery of DNA
(see PMM).
William H. Bragg (1862-1942) and William L. Bragg (1890-1971) were
the leading researchers in the new field of x-ray structural analysis that
Max von Laue (1879-1960), who also won the Nobel Prize in 1914,
had established, and which had developed into an important branch of
physics and chemistry.
Printing & the Mind of Man, 406

“FIRST FULL PSYCHIATRIC
SURVEY” ON HALLUCINATIONS
16. BRIERRE DE BOISMONT, A. [Alexandre Jacques
François]. Des hallucinations ou histoire raissonee des apparitions.
Paris: Germer Bailliere, 1845.

8vo. [iv], viii, 615 [i] pp., including half-title, publisher’s
advertisements on the verso of half-title and last page of index,
plus 32-page publisher’s catalogue dated May, 1845. Moroccobacked marbled boards; some very minor spotting, otherwise in
excellent condition, uncut.
$ 700.00
First edition of the “first full psychiatric survey” on hallucinations
by the renowned French psychiatrist Alexandre J. F. Brierre de
Boismont. He believed that hallucinations were both one of the most
important aspects of man’s psychological history, as well as one of the
more obscure psychological mysteries, stemming from all manner of
diseases, from physical ailments to mental disorders. He here defines
these various types by dividing hallucinations into ten groups based
on whether they occurred alone or together with various mental or
organic diseases, and presented a wide variety of clinical cases to
illustrate his points. His study marks a difference between delusions
and hallucinations, and “emphasized the normality of hallucinations
and their co-existence with sanity . . . and allowed for the
retrospective diagnosis of sanity upon many major religious and
historical figures who reported hallucinations” (McCorristine). This
included discussion of historical examples, such as those recorded by
Saint Augustine or Joan of Arc’s visions, and a presentation of various
clinical cases to demonstrate his theories.
Brierre de Boismont (1797-1881), a French “alienist” physician and
prolific author, was one of the leading members of Esquirol’s circle.

VITAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO
MEDICINE
17. BRODIE, Sir Benjamin Collins. Lectures illustrative of
various subjects in pathology and surgery. London: Longman,
Brown, Green and Longmans, 1846. 8vo. vii, [i], 411, [1] pp.,
plus 16-page publisher’s catalogue. Publisher’s cloth binding,
embossed in blind, gilt spine lettering.
$ 750.00
First edition. This important work contains two of Brodie’s many
vital contributions to medicine, including the first description of
intermittent claudication in man, as well as Brodie’s test for
insufficiency of the valves in varicose veins with a brief description of
his method of curing varicose ulcers. Brodie’s earlier paper, “Varicose
veins of the leg,” to which this work refers, was published in the
Medico-Chirurigical Transactions and represents the first subcutaneous
operation on record. Additional subjects included in this collection
are lectures on the duties and conduct of medical students and
practitioners, strangulation, drowning, fractures, tumours, and causes
of mortification.
Brodie (1783-1862) held the office of President for the Royal
Medical and Chirurigical Society, the Royal Society of Physicians,
and the General Medical Council (of which he was the first
president). He was Sergeant-Surgeon to George IV, William IV and
Queen Victoria, practiced at St. George’s Hospital and taught at the
Royal College of Surgeons.
Garrison & Morton, 2902 & 2995

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDELINES FOR EXORCISM
18. BROGNOLO [BRUGNOLI], Candido. Manvale exorcistarvm, ac parochorvm, Hoc est tractatus de curatione, ac protectione divina.
Bergamo: Marco Antonio Brunei, 1651.
4to. 452 pp. Complete with half title, woodcut initials and headpieces; lacks first blank. Early vellum with manuscript title on
spine; despite occasional browning an excellent copy. Inscription on title page of St. Pervi dated 1664.
$ 4500.00
First edition of this extraordinary manual on exorcism that was placed on the Index in 1727 by the Sacred Congregation. The author, a
Franciscan friar and professor of theology, offers a theoretical and practical handbook to clergy in charge of dealing with cases of demoniac
activities and behaviors. He first defines the nature of diabolical possession and sets the guidelines for an exorcism, citing multiple cases of
demonic possession. Brognolo specialized in the process of identification and diagnosis of possessions of preternatural origin. He dedicates
much of his work to the analysis of the unmistakable signs of the possession, providing detailed descriptions of the symptoms of the presence of
evil, detailed formulae for the recognition of the state of demoniacal possession, for the discovery of a demon’s name, for the cause of possession,
and most importantly the step-by-step directions for the expulsion of demons.
Brognolo also lists a variety of poor and ill-chosen techniques some
exorcists use, among them slapping possessed people and beating them
in cruel and ferocious means inappropriate and sinful for exorcists. He
attacks priests who touched their female patients immodestly and in a
manner that causes excitement. Growing anxiety concerning the moral
standards of the clergy was a major part of the post-Tridentine reform
of the clergy. This book enjoyed a large success thanks to the support of
his Franciscan order before it was placed on the Index due to the
perception that Brognolo was overly critical of the Church and its
approach toward exorcism.
Brognolo (1607-1677) was a theologian and member of the Franciscan
order since 1625. He claimed in particular the validity of adjuring in the
practice of exorcisms. Although he published other works, the
bewitched and diagnosis of the possessed were the main focus of his
studies.

EARLY ENGLISH WORK ON
EXPRESSION OF EMOTIONS
CONFIRMED BY DARWIN
19. [BULWER, John]. Pathomyotomia or a dissection of the
significative muscle of the affections of the minde. Being an essay to a
new method of observing the most important movings of the muscles of
the head, as they are the neerest and immediate organs of the voluntarie
or impetuous motions of the mind. With the proposall of a new
nomenclature of the muscles. London: W.W. for Humphrey
Moseley, 1649.
12mo. [xxxvi], 240 pp. Woodcut initials and headpieces.
Contemporary calf, rebacked at an early date with the original
spine laid down; generally in excellent shape.
$ 5000.00
First edition of this early and rare anonymously-published treatise on
the relationship between muscular action and psychology, the first
substantial English work on the muscular basis of the expression of
emotions. Bulwer very specifically describes the facial expressions for
various emotions, including anger and happiness. His intention to
name facial muscles after the actual passions they were used to express
foreshadowed Duchenne de Boulogne’s Mecanisme de la physiognomie
humaine (1862) by over two hundred years. Much of Bulwer’s initial
descriptions were confirmed in Darwin’s Expression of emotions of man
and animals (1872).
Bulwer (1606-1656) is noted for having been the first in England to
develop a method of communicating with the deaf and dumb.

FIRST DESCRIPTION
OF TIMBUKTU
20. CAILLIÉ, René. Travels through central Africa to
Timbuctoo; and across the great desert to Morocco; performed in
the years 1824-1828.
London: Henry Colburn and
Richard Bentley, 1830.
Two volumes. 8vo. viii, 475, [4]; xiv, 501, [2] pp.,
including half-title and publisher’s advertisements in both
volumes. Frontispiece portrait (Volume I) and 7 plates,
including 2 folding maps (Volume II). Contemporary
boards, rebacked in cloth, spine labels. An uncut copy.
$ 3000.00
First edition in English (published the same year as the original
French). This was the very exciting first description of
Timbuktu by a European to visit that city and return alive to tell
his tale. Caillié was awarded 10,000 francs by the Société de
Géographie in Paris for his official “discovery.” Disguised as an
Islamic convert, he was able to travel from Senegal through
Soulimana, Jenné, and along the Dhioliba River to Timbuktu
and then on to Morocco. His experience was unique among
Western adventurers, and the narrative recounts his personal
interactions with religious leaders and local clans, as well as
reporting economic details for his European audience.
Unlike other colonial explorers, Caillié (1799-1838) believed
one had to understand local culture in order to have successful
expeditions. He spent a year with the Senegalese Braknas tribe
studying Islam and Arabic in preparation for his journey to
Timbuktu.

RARE COLLECTION OF
TRAVELER’S TALES
21. CAMPBELL, [Robert] Calder. Rough recollections, or,
rambles, abroad and at home. London: Thomas Cautley Newby,
1847.
Three volumes. 8vo. 300; 302; 287 pp. Rebound in green cloth.
Flowers have been pressed between some pages of Vol. II, faint
library stamps, interior excellent.
$ 650.00
First and only edition of a collection of stories, varying from the
romantic to the dramatic to the comical, set in India and Scotland. Rare;
OCLC locates only 3 copies in America (NYPL, Yale, Library
Company of Philadelphia).
Campbell (1798–1857) was born in Scotland in 1798. He was author of
this and another half dozen works of fiction and poetry, and contributed
to a number of literary journals.

THE FOUNDATION OF SCIENTIFIC
BOTANY -- PMM
22. CESALPINO, Andreas. De plantis libri XVI.
Georgio Marescotti, 1583.

Florence:

4to. [xl], 621, [11] pp., including errata. Woodcut printer’s device
on title and on the colophon, woodcut initials. Full calf, gilt
decorations in an antique style. Faint contemporary ownership
signature at foot of title page. An excellent copy.
$ 25,000.00
First edition of the first “rational system of plant classification”
(PMM). Cesalpino’s work became the foundation of scientific botany

and the first articulation of the modern concept of species. With the
knowledge of the existence of a greater number of plants, a method
of scientific classification was needed. This era began with Cesalpino,
who created his system of classification based upon plant
morphology . “He insisted that distinctions among species should be
made only according to similarity or dissimilarity of forms, and that
‘accidental’ attributes, such as medicinal use and habitat, must not be
considered; in doing so, he elevated botany to the level of an
independent science” (Norman). The first section of this groundbreaking work contains the general system of comparative study,
retaining the traditional divisions of trees, shrubs, half-shrubs and
herbs, but further sub-dividing them into different categories
according to their seed, fruit and flower. The remaining sections
describe over fifteen hundred plants, placing them into fifteen classes.
Cesalpino focuses on the roots, stems and fruit as the basis for his
classification. It is in this taxonomy that the De plantis most decidedly
marks an epoch in the history of botany.
The effect of this work was enormous, profoundly influencing
botanists that followed, including Linnaeus in his famous works on
classification, his Systema naturae of 1735 and his Classes plantarum in
1738. Indeed, Linnaeus’ own fully annotated copy of De plantis now
resides in the library of the Linnean Society.
Cesalpino (1519-1603) was born at Arezzo in Tuscany and studied
under Ghini at Pisa, where he graduated in medicine, and thereafter
succeeded Aldrovandi as director of the garden at Bologna, in 1555
becoming professor of botany. He later became a professor in Rome
and physician to Pope Clement VIII.
Adams, C-20; Arnold Arboretum, p. 147; Cleveland Collections,
122; Dibner 20; Printing & the Mind of Man, 97; Norman, 432; Pritzel,
1640; Sparrow, 34; not in the Hunt Catalogue

EARLY STRUGGLE TO ERADICATE SMALLPOX
23. COTUNNI (COTUGNO), Domenico. De sedibus variolarum. Naples & Bologna: Sancti Thomae Aquinatis, 1775.
4to. 171, [1] pp. With 1 plate containing 8 engraved figures. Modern vellum backed marbled boards; very light waterstain to
bottom of first few leaves, otherwise text very clean. From the library of Dorothy Schullian.
$ 950.00
Third edition of Cotugno’s investigative report on the localization of variola pustules, the smallpox virus. Cotugno describes the history and
pathology of smallpox as well as providing a comprehensive description of the virus and ways to prevent the disfiguration of the face: “He
recommended that this part should be frequently bathed with tepid milk and water, under the idea that the continual moisture would be
efficacious in opposing the complete development of the pustules” (Olliffe).

Despite having been an endemic disease for centuries, smallpox became a true crisis during the second half of the eighteenth century and early
nineteenth century, causing nearly half a million deaths. Cotugno’s contribution to the study of the disease came at the cusp of Jenner’s research
and success with the smallpox vaccine, making this work an important part of the early struggle to eradicate the disease from the modern
world.
The contributions to science of Italian
physician Cotugno (1736-1822) resulted
from his fusing of anatomy and
physiology to uncover the secrets of the
human body. He traced the course of the
nasopalatine nerve, which is responsible
for sneezing; described the vestibule,
semicircular canals, and cochlea of the
osseou labyrinth of the internal ear;
demonstrated
the
existence
of
labyrinthine fluid; formulated a theory of
resonance and hearing; differentiated
between arthritic and nervous sciatica,
etc. He “exemplified to many students
the true investigative and selfless spirit in
anatomy and medicine” (DSB).

THE BODY’S CLOCK-LIKE MECHANISTIC PRECISION
24. CRAANEN, Thedor. Tractatus physico-medicus de homine, in quo status eus tam
naturalis, quam praeternaturalis, quoad theoriam rationalem mechanice demonstratur.
Leyden: P. Vander Aa, 1689.
4to. [xvi], 765, [51] pp. Title page in red and black with engraved vignette,
engraved headpiece with the coat of arms of the Prince d’Orange e Nassau
Guglielmo Enrico, folding copperplate portrait of the author engraved by A.
Blooteling, and 38 copperplates (23 folding). Contemporary calf; text somewhat
browned, 2 contemporary ownership signatures.
$ 650.00
First edition. Craanen, an advocate and avid defender of Cartesian philosophy, viewed
the human body as a closed system of tubes, levers and pumps. He compares the body to a
clock; the harmonious functioning of the organism (“oeconomia animalis”) is explained
from the corpuscular structure of the body and the movement of the component particles.
The text, as well as the exquisite engravings, expounds on Craanen’s mechanical
explanation of physical functioning. He supports the theory of blood circulation described
by Harvey in 1628 as a benefit of the mechanical interpretation of the body, the design of
liquid flowing through a closed tube system. Another example is digestion, which can be
explained by the laws of mechanics, wherein every unit ultimately ends up exactly where it
is supposed to be. Craanen’s approach to health is congruous with that of the iatrophysical
school, developed in the seventeenth century, which explained physical processes in
mechanical or mathematical terms. Of great interest, Craanen also argues in favor of the
concept that the fetus is breathing independently in the womb, a view that was derided by
many contemporaries.
Craanen (1621-1689) earned a doctorate of medicine at the University of Duisburg. He
went on to teach both medicine and mathematics there and at Leyden. Based upon his
defense of Descartes, he began a long-term correspondence with Leibniz.
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PRESENTATION COPY
25. CRICK, Francis Harry Compton & WATSON, James
Dewey. “Molecular structure of nucleic acids. A structure for
deoxyribose nucleic acid”; “Molecular structure of deoxypentose
nucleic acids”; “Molecular configuration in sodium
thymonucleate.” Offprint from Nature, Vol. 171, April 25, 1953.
8vo. 13, [1] pp. With two-tone illustrations and text figures.
Unbound. Presentation copy, signed by Crick and Maurice
Wilkins on top of first title, and by Wilson and Stokes at the end
of their paper on page 9. An excellent copy from the library of
Dr. Maurice S. Fox, professor of biology at MIT, with his
signature.
$ 45,000.00
First edition. The original offprint of what a consensus of scientists
consider the greatest intellectual achievement of modern science: the
genetic code. The first paper identifies the double helix structure; the
second, by Maurice Wilkins, A.R. Stokes, and H.R. Wilkins, explains
how the structure divides prior to mitosis so that each strand can act as a
cell; the third paper by Rosalind E. Franklin & R.G. Gosling adds
additional material on the molecular structure of nucleic acids.
The discovery of the structure of DNA was a race between research
groups working independently. The 1962 Nobel Prize was awarded to
Watson, Crick, and Wilkins for their discoveries concerning the
molecular structure of nucleic acids and its significance for information
transferred in living material.
Dibner, Heralds of Science, 200; Garrison & Morton, 256.3; Judson, The
Eighth Day of Creation, pp. 161-70, 580-81; Nobel, the Man and his
Prizes, pp. 201-2

THE GENESIS OF THE THEORY OF
EVOLUTION
26. DARWIN, Charles, FITZROY, Robert, & KING, P.
Parker. Narrative of the surveying voyages of His Majesty’s ships
Adventure and Beagle, between the years 1826 and 1836, describing
their examination of the southern shores of South America, and the
Beagle’s circumnavigation of the globe. . . . London: Henry Colburn,
1839.
Four volumes (3 and an appendix). 8vo. Collation complete
(Freeman, 10, pp. 38-39). With 44 lithographic plates, 4 charts
and maps inserted, 8 charts and maps loose in cover pockets, text
woodcuts. Original cloth, skillfully rebacked with original spines
laid down; a superb set preserved in a cloth box. From the library
of Henry William Poor (1844-1915), railroad magnet and
financial adviser (Standard’s partner). This copy was purchased
from Poor by Henry Huntington.
$ 85,000.00
First edition, first issue, recording the historic voyage of the Beagle,
including Darwin’s Journal which forms the third volume of the
Narrative. This set contains Darwin’s first published book, the beginning
of a whole new conception of the origin and evolution of the various
species of life on earth.
Captain Robert Fitzroy (1805-1865) commanded the five-year
expedition, during which time the Beagle visited Brazil, Argentina,
Tierra del Fuego, Chili, Peru, the Galapagos Islands, New Zealand,
Australia, and other countries and islands on the way. Darwin’s account
of the voyage is one of the most important records of natural history
exploration ever written, and provided a foundation for the entire
structure of modern biology.
see Dibner 199; Freeman, 10; see Printing & the Mind of Man, 344; see
Sparrow, Milestones of Science p. 38

GEOLOGY OF THE VOYAGE OF THE BEAGLE
27. DARWIN, Charles
1. The structure and distribution of coral reefs. Being the first part of the geology of the voyage of the beagle, under the command of Capt. Fritzroy,
R.N. during the years 1832 to 1836. London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1842.
8vo. xii, 214 pp., plus 2 pages of other works published by the author and 16 pages publisher’s advertisements dating May 1842.
With 3 folding engraved maps. Recent cloth.
First edition of Darwin’s observations of reefs and atolls during the voyage of the Beagle. The three parts of Darwin’s Geology were published
separately over a period of five years, but were intended, and described on their title pages, as parts of one work. This first volume contains
Darwin’s theory of the formation of coral reefs. He hypothesized that atolls and barrier reefs were formed on gradually sinking land, while
fringe reefs appeared on land undergoing elevation -- a theory that, with slight modifications, remains the accepted explanation for this marine
phenomenon. The first of the three maps is hand-colored in this copy; the second is also color-coded, showing the distribution of the three
sorts of coral reefs and of active volcanos in the Pacific, Indian Ocean, and the Caribbean.
Freeman, 271; Norman, I, 587

2. Geological observations on the volcanic islands visited during the voyage of H.M..S. Beagle, together with some brief notices of the geology of
Australia and the Cape of Good Hope. Being the second part of the geology of the voyage of the Beagle. . . . London: Smith, Elder and Co.,
1844.
8vo. vii, [i], 174, [1] pp., plus 24-page
publisher’s catalogue dated January, 1844.
With the folding map entitled “A plan of the
Island of Ascension” and 14 text woodcuts.
Original publisher’s purple cloth.
First edition. Includes a description of six species
of corals from the Palaeozoic formation of Van
Diemen’s Land by W. Lonsdale. “Darwin’s
published work during this period secured his
position as one of Britain’s foremost naturalists.

His study of the volcanic islands visited

during the Beagle voyage was based on a wide range of rock and
mineral specimens, including his own, and considerable research into
contemporary theories of volcanic activity, mountain formation, and
the elevation of extensive tracts of land relative to the sea”
(Correspondence, Vol. 3, p. 331).
Freeman, 272

3. Geological observations on South America. Being the third part of the
geology of the voyage of the Beagle. . . . London: Smith, Elder and
Co., 1846.
8vo. vii, [i] (directions for the binder and errata), 279, [1]
(publisher’s advertisements) pp., plus a 32-page publisher’s
catalogue dated July, 1846, and an additional folding plate of
shells at the end of the ads with the notation “Sowerby’s Fossils of
British Strata. With 1 folding map and 5 folding plates (1 handcolored). Original publisher’s cloth; an excellent copy.
First edition. When Darwin sailed on the Beagle, he had with him
the first volume of Lyell’s Principles of geology, which advanced a
gradualist theory of geological evolution through elevation, subsidence
and erosion over an immense period of time, contrary to the dominant
catastrophist theory of sudden upheaval. Darwin was able to interpret
the geology of South America according to Lyell’s principles, and his
book offered the first adequate geological investigation of the continent.
His “demonstration of the origin of metamorphic rocks by deformation
and of the distinction between cleavage and sedimentary bedding was a
major contribution to geology” (DSB). He also worked out an accurate
model for fossil formation, from which he demonstrated the erratic and
incomplete nature of the fossil record.
Freeman, 273

All three works together.

$ 75,000.00

THE FIRST MAJOR TEXTUAL
CHANGES AND REVISIONS
TO THE ORIGIN
28. DARWIN, Charles
On the origin of species by means of natural selection or the
preservation of favoured races in the struggle for life. New York: D.
Appleton and Company, 1860.
8vo. in 12’s. xi, 440 pp., plus 2 pages publisher’s
advertisements. With 1 folding lithographed plate. Original
brown blind-stamped publisher’s cloth, spine a bit sunned,
otherwise in absolutely excellent condition.
$ 8500.00
First American edition. This, the fourth issue, with the added
three quotes, is the first of the American issues where the text has
been considerably altered, revised and augmented by the author. In
addition it contains the historical sketch, in its earlier and shorter
form, as a preface, and a supplement of seven pages at the end.
Freeman, 380

WITH DODGSON’S MANUSCRIPT CORRECTIONS
29. [DODGSON, Charles Lutwidge] (Lewis Carroll)
1. Formulae. (Group C.). [Oxford: c.1878].
Bifolium (222 x 142 mm). Cyclostyled. Without wrappers, as
issued. Rare cyclostyled pamphlet, with Dodgson’s manuscript
corrections in his characteristic purple ink. The formulas
correspond to the topics in sections G and L of A Guide to the
Mathematical Student in Reading, Reviewing, and Working Examples
(1864). All of Dodgson’s cyclostyle pamphlets were produced in
unknown but small numbers.
2. Formulae. [Oxford]: 19 March 1878.
8vo. (218 x 140 mm). 1 p. Cyclostyled. Without wrappers, as
issued. Another rare cyclostyled piece. Dodgson acquired his
“electric pen” in 1877 and describes it in a letter dated 28 June
1877: it “seems to be quite the best thing yet invented for taking
a number of copies of MSS, drawings or maps. The ‘pen’ consists
of a needle, in a holder like a pencil: the needle is worked in and
out with enormous rapidity by electricity and projects far enough
to go through a thin sheet of paper... the paper thus prepared is
placed in a frame with blank paper underneath, and an ink roller
is passed [over it]... copies are easily worked off at a rate of 2 a
minute.” This work consists of 18 formulas corresponding to the
topics in section L of the pamphlet A Guide to the Mathematical
Student in Reading, Reviewing, and Working Examples.
3. Algebraical formulae and rules for the use of candidates for
responsions. [Oxford: University Press, 1870.]

Bifolium (230 x 144mm). Printed on cream paper. Dodgson’s
diary mentions only Algebraical formulae for responsions (WMGC,
65) which he took to the University Press on 21 May 1868. It
is possible that the present pamphlet is an expanded and
improved version.
4. Arithmetic. I. [Oxford: University Press, c.1870].
Bifolium (227 x 144mm). Printed on cream paper. First
edition, rare. The pamphlet consists of templates for 33
examination problems divided into 5 sections: integral
numbers, vulgar fractions, decimal fractions, concrete numbers,
and rule of three. The problems are stated in skeleton form,
leaving blanks for the variables, so that new problems can be
generated easily.

Four mathematical pamphlets offered together, preserved in a
folding clamshell case. Each is quite rare; ABPC records only
one other copy of each, the Falletta copies, selling at auction in
the past thirty years (Christie’s, November 30, 2005).
$ 24,000.00
1. Mathematical Pamphlets, 6; not in Williams, Madan, Green
and Crutch; 2. Mathematical Pamphlets, 15; not in Williams,
Madan, Green and Crutch; 3. Mathematical Pamphlets, 13;
Williams, Madan, Green and Crutch, 76; 4. Mathematical
Pamphlets, 23; not in Williams, Madan, Green and Crutch
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EIGHTEENTH CENTURY MEDICAL MANUSCRIPT
WITH A FOCUS ON WOMEN AND CHILDREN
30. [DOLCE, Francesco]. [Manuscript]. De febribus; De morbis mulierum; De morbis puerorum. [Naples: n.p., 1749].
8vo. 67, [3], 41, [17] leaves. Black pen on paper. Bound in contemporary calf-backed marbled boards.

$ 12,000.00

An important medical manuscript written in Latin in the early eighteenth century and dedicated to the prominent and noble Gasparrini family
of Naples, containing the lectures of Francesco Dolce, a well-known physician and professor of medicine at the famous “Hospital of the
Incurables.”
This manuscript has a unique didactic value with its descriptions of
various types of fever (illnesses), including a thorough discussion of the
definitions, symptoms, causes, prognosis, treatments and medical
procedures to be used. Maladies of the head, the skin, the heart, and
other common conditions are treated. This section concludes with a
discussion of colds, and includes a number of fascinating remedies.
Though quite wide-ranging, the distinct parts of this section are
generally unified by interrelated themes such as uninterrupted fevers,
catarrhal (malignant and benign), all caused from genetic inflammation,
dental inflammation, contagious fever, congestive fever, and continued
secondary and tertiary fever. Also included is a sonnet with a hymn of
praise to health.

Of significant interest is the second section, which treats womens
diseases. The author discusses the menstruation cycle, and the various
potential problems that arise from irregularity, failure to menstruate, and
excessive bleeding. He further deals with pregnancy and the myriad of
issues that can be encountered during that time, difficulties of giving
birth, childbed fever, sterilization, and issues related to removal of the
placenta. There is also a section on abortion. The third part deals with
the more common problems of infancy, including colic and teething.
Also common problems of infancy, including colic and teething. Also
included here are sections on children that suffer from canker sores,
epilepsy and rickets.

This manuscript is a testimony of the Neapolitan medical school
tradition. The lectures are in line with the philosophy of medicine
during the eighteenth century, where the approach was to utilize
observation and reasoning in practice. Dolce’s use of descriptive
symptomology was an expression of the “verismo scientifico,” the
scientific positivism, that was notable of the time.
Dolce (1724-1809), a professor of medicine at the University of Naples
and member of the staff of the Incurabili, was cited as one of the seven
most renowned physicians of Naples.

INTO THE ABYSS: EARLY
UNDERWATER TECHNOLOGY
31. DU TEMPLE, M.L. Du scaphandre et de son emploi a bord
des navires. Paris: Arthus Bertrand [1861].
8vo. 30, [1] pp. With 1 double page plate and 1 folding plate.
Morocco-backed marbled boards, with the original printed
wrappers bound in. An excellent copy.
$ 3500.00
First and only edition. While primitive underwater breathing
methods had been around for centuries, the first real technological
push towards underwater exploration was the diving bell -- little
more than a hard, bell-shaped chamber that would retain a pocket of
air when lowered into a body of water. Individual suits were a vast
improvement over this early apparatus, and the work featured here
focuses on a very specific type of diving suit patented by JosephMartin Cabirol, not too dissimilar to Augustus Siebe’s
groundbreaking design in which a metal helmet was secured to the
collar of a full-length suit, allowing the user more flexibility and
freedom of movement. Though far from safe by today’s standards, the
Cabriol diving suit did represent a leap forward with certain safety
features.
The author here offers advice for the use of the Cabriol diving suit on
board ships. He presents a basic outline of the mechanisms involved,
the nomenclature, and various safety procedures. One of the most
delightful parts of this booklet is the double page plate of a diver in
full gear, axe in hand, posing contrapposto for the viewer. It conjures
up images straight out of a Jules Verne novel - minus, of course, the
giant sea monster.

Du Temple was a first lieutenant in the French navy and evidently quite an authority on steam power (according to his credentials on the title
page). In addition to his naval interests, Louis and his brother Felix also experimented with flight, designing, patenting, and creating some of the
first flying machines in the world. Their 1857 model airplane is recognized as the first machine to achieve flight, predating the Wright Brothers’
landmark 1903 manned flight by over 40 years.

A WOMAN’S EYE-WITNESS
ACCOUNT OF WAR

over the German states. Eden’s account is a fascinating combination of
part holiday tale and part eye-witness account of the effects of war in
the minds and hearts of the people.

32. EDEN, Lizzie Selina. A lady’s glimpse of the late war in
Bohemia. London: Hurst and Blackett, 1867.

Eden (1826-1899) was evidently an avid traveler of central Europe,
having written another travel account of a holiday in Austria as well as
a book of fairy stories based on German tales.

8vo. viii, 305, [3] pp., plus 12-page publisher’s catalogue dated
January, 1867, followed by another 4 pages of publisher’s
advertisements. With engraved frontispiece and lovely engraved
title vignette. Recently rebound in blue cloth.
$ 350.00
First edition. Following her sister’s 1866 wedding in Nice, the
author spent the rest of the spring and summer of that year in Italy,
Austria, Germany and Prussia. Her travels coincided with the
outbreak of the Austro-Prussian war, a short-lived but important
event that pitted Austria and the German Confederation against
Prussia (under the influence of Otto von Bismark) and Italy. Though
it lasted only seven weeks, this war had far reaching repercussions for
the future of Europe, especially with the resulting Prussian dominance

FROM THE LIBRARY OF A NAZI
SYMPATHIZER
33. EINSTEIN, Albert. Die Grundlage der allgemeinen
Relativitätstheorie. Leipzig: J. A. Barth, June, 1916.
8vo. 64 pp. Original printed wrappers on rippled paper. An
uncut copy, ownership signature on the front wrapper,
preserved in a half-morocco solander box.
$ 8500.00
First separate printing of Einstein’s classic paper. Not an offprint
from the Annalen der Physik as is often thought, but a completely new
setting of type with significant and important additions and revisions,
including an introduction published here for the first time which was
not in the journal issue.
Printing & the Mind of Man, 408; Weil, 80a

EDITIO PRINCEPS
THE EARLIEST CONTRIBUTION TO
THE PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS
34. EUCLID. [Greek:] Elementa geometriae.
Herwagen, 1533.

Basle: Johann

Folio (310 x 200 mm). [vi], 268, 115 pp. With woodcut device
on title and colophon, decorated woodcut border to first page of
text and numerous woodcut diagrams. Contemporary English
calf, neatly rebacked, remains of ties. A very good copy.
$ 35,000.00
Editio princeps of Euclid’s Elements, an epic-making text with the
important commentary by Proclus on the first book. The first printing
of Euclid in 1482 was a Latin translation from an Arabic manuscript,
but the original Greek text did not appear for a further half-century.
The Greek text was edited by Simon Grynaeus, a German Protestant
theologian and philologist. This edition is also important for the
innovation of geometrical diagrams within the text, rather than in the
margins as had been the case with the earlier printed editions.
The commentary by the Neoplatonist mathematician and philosopher
Proclus on the first book of the Elements is the earliest extant criticism
of Euclid’s fifth postulate on the existence of parallel lines, the study of
which led, after a further fifteen hundred years of effort, to the
discovery of non-Euclidean geometry by Gauss, Bolyai and
Lobachevsky. It is also the first printing of the earliest work on the
philosophy of mathematics. “Because of his interest in the principles
underlying mathematical thought and their relation to ultimate
philosophical principles, Proclus’ commentary is a notable - and also
the earliest - contribution to the philosophy of mathematics. Its
numerous references to the views of Euclid’s predecessors and
successors, many of them otherwise unknown to us, render it an
invaluable source for the history of science” (DSB).

EXTREMELY RARE RENAISSANCE
TREATISE ON TUMOURS
35. FALLOPIUS, G[abriele]. Libelli duo alter de ulceribus: alter
de tumoribus praeter naturam. Venice: Donato Bertelli, 1563.
4to. [iii], 101, [1] leaves, including errata; F1 and H3 canceled as
usual. Fine historiated initials. Later vellum, spine with
manuscript title; an excellent copy with contemporary
annotations.
$ 9500.00
First edition of Fallopius’ treatise on ulcers and tumors, “one of the
most complete of its kind up to the time of its publication” (Eimas).
He here presents a systematic discussion of the etiology and treatment
for these afflictions, and introduces the novel observation that when
early lesions are detected, excisions and cauterisations should be
carried out. He denied the long-held belief that the walls of the
vessels were composed of fibers which, by their direction, controlled
the flow of blood, effectively linking inflammation to thinning
vascular walls. The present work, said to be facile and elegant in style,
is largely based on his successful course lectures between 1556-57 at
Padua, which remained the center for the study of anatomy in the
sixteenth century.
Fallopius (1523-62), the most illustrious of the sixteenth-century
Italian anatomists, was both student of and friend to Vesalius. He held
the chair of surgery, anatomy, and botany at Padua as successor to
Colombo. He not only stood out brilliantly in all of these fields, but
extended and corrected a number of errors in the Fabrica that Vesalius
had overlooked. He was the first to accurately describe parts of the
reproductive organs, and is eponymously remembered by the
Fallopian tube and aqueduct as well as introducing the terms vagina,
placenta, clitoris, palate and cochlea.

A PHILOSOPHICAL INVESTIGATION
OF HAPPINESS & SADNESS
36. FERRARI Giacomo. Democrito et Eraclito; dialoghi del riso,
delle lagrime, & della malinconia. Mantova: Aurelio e Lodovico
Osanna fratelli, 1627.
(bound with)
GARZONI, Tommaso. Theatro de vari, e diversi cervelli
mondani. Venezia: Apresso Fabio, & Agostin Zoppini Fratelli,
1591.
Two books in one. 8vo. [viii], 41, [3], 100 pp.; [iv], 96, [1]
leaves. Woodcut printer’s device on title, woodcut initials, headand tailpieces. Later cloth-backed marbled boards. Ferrari’s work
with contemporary annotations.
$ 2500.00
I. First edition, rare. Ferrari (fl.1619-1627), chief physician of
Mantova, here examines the distinctions in philosophical approaches
to many aspects of life through happiness and laughter. In the first of
three dialogues Ferrari investigates the theme of laughter through the
opinions of his two proponents, Alessandro Guerini and Cesare
Cremonini, on a series of questions raised by Cicero, including what
laughter is, where it comes from, and if it is appropriate for an orator.
He references the works of ancient writers from Hippocrates to
Aristotle. Ferrari states that laughter arises from the heart, and that it
expands not only itself but the muscles of the face and chest.
The second part is a dialogue about tears in which Ferrari explores the
nature of tears, pointing out the obvious: some are sincere, other false.
He treats the origin of tears, the different theories propounded by the
ancient writers and philosophers (Aristotle and Galen, for example),
and the effect of an over-abundance of tears. After stating that women

are easy weepers as they are more vulnerable and inconstant than men,
Ferrari explains how nevertheless fearless generals and other leaders
tend to cry as a sign of compassion (Julius Caesar and Alexander the
Great, to name few).
The third part is Ferrari’s edition of Du Laurens’ work on melancholy.
He describes melancholy as a delirium without fever that brings fear
and sadness and is based in the brain. People that suffer from
melancholy are (apparently) restless and are unable to sleep well. He
cites some amusing cases about melancholic persons as told by ancient
Greek and Arab physicians. The last part is a brief compendium of
both natural and chemical recipes to fortify the head, cheer the heart
and warm the stomach, in essence to defeat the disease.
II: Later edition (first published in 1583) of this curious
philosophical-medical text on psychology. Garzoni examines what can
be loosely translated as the “young brain,” or the developing
personality. Through a series of anecdotes and stories, along with
references to a number of professional endeavors such as astrology,
alchemy, psychology and study of cabala, each of the fifty-five chapters
highlights a mood, or personality type such as young, unstable, sad,
virtuous, resolute, lazy, curious, stupid and funny, to name but a few.
Garzoni (1549-1589), who entered the monastery of Santa Maria del
Porto in Ravenna, was a detailed investigator of human nature,
particularly open-minded for a member of a Catholic religious order.
An erudite and prolific writer, he published works such as La piazza
universale, a compendium of professions, giving descriptive and
historical references for contemporary occupations ranging from
assassin and overall villain to Apiculturist, Clog-Maker, Monk,
Inquisitor, and Officers of the Customs and Excise, and the Hospital of
Incurable Madness, a “best-selling” compendium of a wide range of
social deviance, from that caused by physiological illness, to anti-social
behavior, to heresy.

A VETERAN SHIP CAPTAIN’S AMAZING
JOURNEY
37. FORREST, Captain Thomas. A voyage to New Guinea,
and the Moluccas, from Balambangan: including an account of
Magindano, Sooloo, and other islands; and illustrated with thirty
copperplates. Performed in the Tartar galley, belonging to the Honourable
East India company, during the years 1774, 1775, and 1776 to which
is added, a Vocabulary of the Magindano Tongue. London: G. Scott,
1779.
4to. [ii] xxiii, 388, 13 [i] pp., including dedication, errata and
directions for book binding. Engraved frontispiece portrait of the
author plus 32 engraved plates and maps, many folding and many
with tissue guards present. Contemporary calf, rebacked;
offsetting from plates, but overall a clean interior in good
condition. Ownership inscription of John Harrison dated 1782 on
the title; from the library of C[harles] Gilbert Beetem, Esq., with
his stamp on the version of the first free endpaper. $ 4000.00
First edition of a truly amazing journey from one of the most
experienced ship captains sailing the eastern seas. Captain Thomas
Forrest, a veteran of “over twenty years in the ‘country trade’” and
fifteen voyages from Hindustan to the East and four from England to
India, here documents a trade journey he made on behalf of the East
India Company, whose express purpose was to inquire after the
“acquisition and cultivation” of goods and “be assured that cinnamon,
cloves, nutmegs, pepper and clove bark, may with proper management
be easily introduced into Balambangan.” Forrest starts from that small
settlement on the island of Borneo and sailed east to the northern coast
of New Guinea. After exploring the passage between New Guinea and
the Moluccas, he journeys to Mindanao, then back to Borneo and
finally to the Malay Peninsula. More than just a geographic or
ethnographic study, this travel narrative includes topics of interest for

every collector. Forrest’s recollections include everything from his
encounter with a wild boar that he fails to kill to descriptions of
multi-day wedding ceremonies. He even devotes an entire chapter
to the “Cinnamon Tree in Ceylon,” its properties, and medicinal
uses, complete with a botanical illustration of cinnamon leaves. Full
of maps and illustrated panoramas, detailed coastal charts,
genealogical trees and lists of city populations or items exchanged
with Chinese vessels, the book concludes with the very important
English to Magindano and Papua vocabulary, supporting its popular
use as a tool for other western traders.
Forrest (c.1729-c.1802) entered English Royal Navy in 1745. Over
the next few decades he joined the East India Company and rose
through its ranks for become a captain. In Voyage to New Guinea
Forrest mentions that very little alcohol was brought on the vessel
and that his European shipmates “soon reconciled themselves to tea
and coffee.” Apart from descriptions of distant exotic lands, the
Captain’s text is fascinating for its wisdom and insight into daily
maritime life.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF THE DARK ARTS
38. F[ORSYTH], J.S. Demonologia or, natural knowledge revealed:
being an exposé of ancient and modern superstitions, credulity, fanaticism,
enthusiasm, & imposture, as connected with the doctrine, caballa, and
jargon . . . the whole unfolding many singular phemonena in the page of
nature. London: J. Bumpus, 1827
12mo. xvi, 438 pp., including half-title. Folding engraved
frontispiece. Contemporary calf, elaborate gilt spine, marbled
endpapers, marbled edges. Overall in excellent condition.
$ 1250.00
First edition. An enchanting, frightening, and comprehensive text on
superstitions, demons, witches, curses, fortune-telling, astrology, and all
manner of “unnatural phenomena which plague mankind.” Forsyth
claims to be writing from a time when “witches no longer untie the
winds to capsize church-steeples and amulets and charms have lost their
influence.” However, he believes that the uneducated and poor are still
susceptible to Satan’s trickery and has assembled this encyclopedia of
the dark arts to educate the public. The text also appears motivated by
strong anti-Catholic sentiment, including the disapproval of relics and
priests.
Little is known about the author, except that he was a surgeon and
accoucheur in Walworth, Surrey who published on medical
jurisprudence, diet, child-rearing and pediatrics, a medical and surgical
dictionary, and antiquarian delights.

MURDER IN THE NORTHWEST PASSAGE
39. FRANKLIN, John. Narrative of a journey to the shores of the Polar Sea in the years 1819-20-21-22. London: John Murray, 1824.

Two volumes. 8vo. xix, 370; iv, 399 pp. Complete with half title, large folding frontispiece map, and 3 additional large folding
plates. Half calf and marbled boards. Overall, a good copy from the library of Edwin C. Jellett (1860-1929), an American author
well known for his various books about Germantown, Pennsylvania, with his book-label on the paste-down.
$ 950.00
Second edition (as stated on the title page) of Franklin’s harrowing 5,500 mile expedition to the North that resulted in starvation, cannibalism,
and murder. Tasked with charting the geography from the mouth of the Coppermine River to the far east of North America, Franklin’s journey
was doomed from the start. As a result of poor planning, slow progress, and bad luck, the expedition was fraught with disaster: supplies were not
readily available, winter came early, and food was so scarce that one of the crew eventually turned to murder and cannibalism as a result of the
miserable, cold conditions. A total of nine men
died due to exposure, starvation, or at the hand
of their one deranged companion.
Franklin (1786-1847) was a noted naval office,
explorer, and author, most famous for his
expeditions charting the geography and latitude
and longitude of the Arctic Circle. He took part
in several voyages in search of the Northwest
Passage, and ultimately went missing during his
journey of 1845 with the rest of his crew dying of
starvation and disease.

INFANTILE
SEXUALITY
40. FREUD, Sigmund. Drei Abhandlungen zur Sexualtheorie.
Leipzig & Vienna: Deuticke, 1905.
8vo. [ii], 83, [1] pp. Original printed wrappers preserved in a
clamshell box.. An excellent copy with the back strip redone.
$ 4500.00
First edition of the work which Freud himself considered second in
importance only to his Die Traumdeutung. Freud introduces here his
epochal theory of infantile sexuality, which linked the forces
motivating the development of body and mind from earliest infancy,
a contribution of utmost value. Infantile sexuality was a fact known,
Freud said, to every nursemaid, yet the Three essays provoked (and
still provokes) considerable controversy in both scientific and popular
sectors. The importance of the Three essays to Freud is underscored by
the fact that it was the only book besides The interpretation of dreams
that he submitted to constant revision, with six editions published in
his lifetime.
Grinstein, 79; Garrison & Morton, 4983

IN DEFENSE OF COPERNICUS
41. GALILEI, Galileo. Dialogo sopra i due Massimi Sistemi del Mondo Tolemaico, e Copernicano. Florence: Giovanni Battista Landini,
1632.
4to. [viii], 458, [32] pp. The engraved frontispiece facing the title by Stefano della Bella depicting Aristotle, Ptolemy and
Copernicus in discussion surmounted by the Medici arms appears to be from a later copy though on contemporary paper; woodcut
printer’s device on title, woodcut initials, headpieces and diagrams. Contemporary vellum, “Galileo” and “Systema Cosmica”
written in ink on spine.
$ 40,000.00
First edition of Galileo’s statement and
defence of the Copernican system of
heliocentrism, which directly led to his
trial for heresy in Rome in 1633. The
Dialogo was designed both as an appeal to
the great public and as an escape from
silence. In the form of an open discussion
between three friends – intellectually
speaking, a radical, a conservative, and an
agnostic – it is a masterly polemic for the
new science.
Cinti, 89; Dibner, 8

PLASTIC SURGERY
ALL THE LATEST PROCEDURES
42. GILLIES, H.D. Plastic surgery of the face based on selected cases
of war injuries of the face, including burns. London: Henry Frowde,
1920.
4to. xii, [2], 480 pp. With hundreds of text photographs and
illustrations. Original cloth with spine showing slight wear, still
an excellent copy with the ownership inscription of Dr. Sidney
Asher on first free endpaper and the blind stamp of Dr. Kelvin
Shiffman.
$ 1250.00
First edition. This work reflects the progress made in plastic surgery,
especially of war injuries to the face, by the author at the Queen’s
Hospital at Sidcup. Many novel procedures are detailed. In a very
sensitive introduction, W. Arbuthnot Lane states: “It is not sufficiently
recognised how readily the skill developed in this branch of war
surgery is directly applicable to the relief of disfigurements met with in
civil life. Ugly scars resulting from burns and accidents, deformities of
the nose and lips, hare lip and cleft palate, abnormal protrusion or ill
development of the mandible, moles, port-wine stains, all abound, and
are not only the constant source of the greatest distress and anguish,
but materially lower the market value of the individual.”
Gillies (1882-1960), a well-known plastic surgeon, introduced a tubed
pedical flap in 1917.
Garrison & Morton, 5758

ORIGINAL OFFPRINT OF
GÖDEL’S PROOF
43. GÖDEL, Kurt. “Über formal unentscheidbare Sätze der
Principia Mathematica und verwandter Systeme I.” Offprint
from Monatsheften für Mathematik und Physik, XXXVIII, Band I.
Leipzig: Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft, 1931.
8vo. pp. [173]-198. Original printed back wrapper; front wrapper
in facsimile (from the copy owned by Princeton University, with
Überreicht vom Verfasser printed on top). Preserved in a full
morocco clamshell case.
$ 45,000.00
First edition of the first printing of Gödel’s Proof, the single most
celebrated result in mathematical logic. This paper, On Formally
Undecidable Propositions (Incompleteness Theorem) is of legendary
rarity. Famed mathematician Kurt Gödel proved two extraordinary
theorems. His paper showed that arithmetic was incomplete. In any
consistent formal system able to describe simple arithmetic, there are
propositions that can be neither proved nor disproved on the basis of
the system. Thus a larger system may have to be used to prove
consistency, and its consistency assumed; all pretty unsatisfactory.
Accepted by all mathematicians, these propositions have revolutionized
mathematics, showing that mathematical truth is more than logic and
computation. It helped tear down the notion that there was anything
certain about the universe. According to philosophy professor Rebecca
Goldstein, Gödel was an intellectual heir to Plato, whose sense of
alienation from the positivists and post-modernists of the 1940’s

was only ameliorated by his friendship with Einstein. As
Goldstein writes, “That his work, like Einstein’s, has been
interpreted as not only consistent with the revolt against
objectivity but also as among its most compelling driving forces is
. . . more than a little ironic.”

Gödel (1906-1978), an Austrian born philosopher and
mathematician, studied at Vienna. He saw much of the
development of the positivist school of philosophy and was
apparently unconvinced. He investigated the larger logical
system put forward by Russell and Whitehead in their Principia
mathematica and his resulting paper (above) may well be the
most significant event in 20th century mathematics.
Goldstein, Incompleteness, the Proof and Paradox of Kurt Gödel
(2005); Nagel & Newman, Gödel’s Proof; Porter & Ogilvie, The
Biographical Dictionary of Scientists, I, pp. 422-23

VICTORIAN PSEUDO-SCIENCE
INCLUDING AN AMAZING MAGIC SQUARE
44. GOOCH, Richard. Memoirs, remarkable Vicissitudes, military career, and Wanderings in Ireland; mechanical and astronomical Exercises,
scientific Researches, Incidents and Opinions of Cassiel, the Norfolk Astrologer, written by Himself. (bound with) The Dreamer’s Casket, or
Oneirocracy made easy. Royal Edition improved. (bound with) The Victoria Gem, or Philosophy of Dreams, under the Astro-Selene System,
or Lunar Influence. Second Edition. (bound with) The Young Lady’s and Gentleman’s Phrenological Manual, or Sure Guide to early
Friendship, Sociality, and Courtship. Norwich: Thorndick and Co., 1844; 1850; 1847, and Norwich: B. Norman, [c. 1850].
Four works bound together. 12mo. 97; 96; 96; 56 pp. Frontispiece and several illustrations in Memoirs, engraved plate in Dreamer’s
casket; a folding plate (“Selenarium,” moving part of volvelle wanting) in Victoria gem, and engraved frontispiece in Phrenological
manual. Of particular interest are the multiple pin-pricks on p. 85 in Dreamer’s casket, made by a reader who, following the
instructions, attempted to divine the future while wearing a blindfold. Later half calf and marbled boards, spine gilt, marbled
endpapers. Contemporary ownership inscription of W. Cracknell, Norwich, with a manuscript poem, additional page of
contemporary annotations on recto of frontispiece.
$ 3500.00

First editions of all four works (apparently), notwithstanding the titles of Dreamer’s casket (stating Royal Edition improved) and the stated second
edition of Victoria gem. No earlier editions of any of these four works could be located.

An incredibly rare assemblage of four works all dedicated to various Victorian pseudo-sciences, including astrology, oneirocracy (dream
interpretation), and phrenology bound together with an autobiography of their author, Richard Gooch. The Dreamer’s casket contains a dictionary
of dream subjects, including their meaning and associated astronomical symbols, the effects of the phases of the moon, secret hand signals for
lovers, and the significance of moles on the face. It also includes a diagram of Moschopulus’s Magic Square (Manuel Moschopoulos was a late
thirteenth century Byzantine mathematician and grammarian) covered in pin prick points. The third text, Victoria gem provides another dream
dictionary and again emphasizes the importance of the lunar cycle for interpreting dreams. It also includes as section on physiognomy, the
compatibility of spouses, and even a poem on the sin of drunkenness! The final text in the volume is composed of a phrenology manual and a
treatise on marriages.
According to his autobiography, Gooch (1784-c.1845), who was born and raised in a small Suffolk town, faced numerous trials and tribulations,
including eighteen deaths of multiple wives and children.

EARLY JESUIT ANTI-COPERNICAN VIEWS
45. GRANDAMI, Jacques. Nova demonstratio immobilitatis terrae petita ex virtute magnetica. La Flèche: Geroge Griveau, 1645.
4to. [viii] 170 (ie, 160) pp., including index and errata. With 7 plates and 24 text engravings, woodcut initials and headpieces.
Contemporary vellum, title written on spine; library stamps on the first few leaves. Early book-plate on the fly-leaf.
$ 9500.00
First and only edition of a fascinating work on magnetism, notable not only for the author’s anti-Copernican and anti-Galilean views, but also
as a history of the magnet. Grandami uses his own theories about terrestrial magnetism in an attempt to prove the immobility of the earth. “No
magnetic body rotates around its poles; the earth possesses magnetic properties as shown by Gilbert, therefore it does not turn around its poles a denial of the rotation of the earth” (Wheeler Gift Catalogue, 122). “The character of terrestrial immobility is derived from God’s eternity, for
magnetic force is essentially the power of God’s hand.” He goes on to describe an experiment that illustrates the behavior of a spherical
loadstone which he interpreted as proof of the earth’s immobility. The experiment shows that if the loadstone was placed with its axis
perpendicular with respect to the horizon, a certain point of its equator would naturally turn towards the pole of the world. The lovely
engravings that accompany the text depict charming cherubs and angels busy demonstrating the attraction of magnetic bodies and the theory of
magnetism in general.
Grandami (1588-1672), a French Jesuit physicist and astronomer, was dean of the college at La Flèche, where Descartes was schooled and the
site of the main Jesuit press. He taught literature, natural philosophy and theology. He corresponded with Descartes, Huygens and Mersenne,
and made detailed observations of comets of 1664 and 1665, which caused much religious and academic debate regarding their paths and
natures.

ONE OF THE GREATEST
ARGUMENTS IN SCIENCE:
THE CONTROVERSY OF THE
COMETS
46. [GRASSI, Orazio]. Libra astronomica ac philosophica qua
Galilaei Galilaei, opiniones de cometis a Mario Guiducio in Florentina
Academia expositae, atque in lucem nuper editae, examinantur a
Lothario Sarsio Sigensano. Perugia: Marci Naccarini, 1619.
4to. 72 pp. Engraved title vignette of one of the 1618 comets in
the constellation of Libra, with large historiated initials and text
diagrams. Antique calf in a contemporary style with gilt borders
and gilt- ornamented spine; overall in superb condition.
$ 24,000.00
First edition of Grassi’s extraordinarily important and bitter attack on
Galileo’s theory of the nature of comets, later inspiring Il Saggiatore.
The scientists’ famous dispute started the prior year with Grassi’s De
tribus cometis, which Galileo (using the alias of his assistant Guiducci)
followed up with his provocative Discorso della comete (1619). Grassi
responded (under the pseudonym Lothario Sarsi) with this publication
of Libra astronomica, in which he strongly defends the ideas of Tycho
Brahe and the Jesuits. Galileo went on to publish his polemic and
rhetorical masterpiece, Il Saggiatore, as a direct reply to this work.
Grassi (1583-1654) was a Jesuit mathematician who taught at the
Collegio Romano. This controversy ruined his relationship with
Galileo, and earned his adversary the ire of the entire Collegio
Romano — a major factor in his later difficulties with the Inquisition.

FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE: A LADY’S
TRAVEL ACCOUNT IN LETTERS
47. GUTHRIE, Maria (GUTHRIE, Matthew, Ed.). A tour,
performed in the years 1795-6, through the Taurida, or Crimea, the
antient kingdom of Bosphorus, the one-powerful republic of Tauric
Cherson, and all the other countries on the north shore of the Euxine,
ceded to Russia by the Peace of Kainardgi and Jassy. . . . London:
Printed by Nichols and Son, 1802.
4to. xxiv, 446, [2] pp., including errata and publisher’s
advertisements. Complete with 2 folding maps, 3 full-page plates,
and numerous text illustrations. Dark green half calf with marbled
boards.
$ 750.00
First edition of this travel account of Crimea and the Black Sea
region, written in the form of letters by a female traveler. The author’s
husband, Matthew Guthrie, compiled and translated these letters from
French, adding a sizeable Appendix of his own to the volume,
describing coins, medals, and other artefacts of the area.
Guthrie’s letters include a variety of subject matter, from anecdotes and
larger-than-life personalities, to the history of the region and its many
cultural treasures. One particularly amusing passage is a description of a
whirling dervish ceremony, which she attributes to the use of the
poppy. Another interesting letter deals with Jews in the Crimea.
Despite the considerable amount of information presented in this
volume, there is very little of the intimacy that might be expected in
letters from wife to husband.
Maria Guthrie (d. 1800) was a French woman, formerly the Countess
Marie de Romont, “acting Directress of the Imperial [Smolny]
Convent for the education of the female nobility of Russia.” She
married in 1871, and had two daughters. Matthew Guthrie (1743-1807)

was a Scottish medical doctor who spent a significant amount of time
in Russia under the employment of the Russian government. He rose
to the rank of Chief Medical Officer to the Army Corps of Noble
Cadets and published a number of medical articles, though his passion
seems to have been Russian Antiquities.

CIRCULATION IN PLANTS
AND ANIMALS
48. HALES, Stephen. Vegetable staticks ;or, an account of some
statical experiment on the sap in vegetables: Being an essay towards a
natural history of vegetation. Also, a specimen of an attempt to analyse the
air, by a great variety of chymio-statical experiments. London: Printed
for W. And J. Innys, and T. Woodward, 1727.

Volume II details Hales’ pioneer invention of the manometer, with
which he was the first to measure blood pressure. “His work is the
greatest single contribution to our knowledge of the vascular system
after Harvey, and led to the development of blood-pressure
measuring instruments now in universal use” (Garrison, History of
Medicine, p. 322). Hales was also the first physiologist to suggest that
electricity plays a role in neuromuscular phenomena.
Hales (1677-1761), botanist, physiologist and chemist, was a
member of the Royal Society and winner of the Copley Medal.

(offered with)
Statical essays: Containing haemastaticks, or, an account of some
hydraulick and hydrostatical experiments made on the blood and blood
vessels of animals. Also an account of some experiments on stones in the
kidneys and bladder. . . . London: Printed for W. Innys and R.
Manby, and T. Woodward, 1733.
Two volumes. 8vo. [vii], [i], vii, [ii], 376; [i-v],vi-xxii, [26], 1361, [23] pp. Each volume complete with blanks and index.
Volume I with 19 plates. Contemporary Cambridge-style paneled
calf, gilt spines with black labels. An unusually fine and clean copy
of both volumes. Bookplate of Myron Prinzmetal. $ 7500.00
First edition of both volumes. The first is Hales’ classic on the
physiology of plants. His many experiments with gases led him to
demonstrate the dependence of plants on air. He was the first to realize
that carbon dioxide was supplied to plants by air, and that it formed a
vital part of the plant’s food supply. He also measured the amount of
water taken up by plants and the transpiration of the leaves. His
investigations on the circulation of the sap in plants and on their life
generally are of fundamental importance. “These experiments led the
way to those of Ingenhousz and de Saussure, while his ideas on
combustion and respiration facilitated the discoveries of Black, Lavoisier
and Priestley” (Printing and the Mind of Man, 189a).

Dibner, Heralds of Science, 26; Horblit, 45a; Printing & the Mind of
Man, 189a

EARLY ENGLISH CHRONICLES
ONE OF SHAKESPEARE’S MAJOR
SOURCES
49. HALL, Edward. The union of the two noble and illustre famelies
of Lancastre & Yorke, beeyng long in continual discension for the croune
of this noble realme, with all the actes done in bothe the tymes of the
Princees, bothe of the one linage and of the other, beginnyng at the tyme
of kyng Hnery the fowerth, the first aucthor of this devision, and so
successiuely proceadyng to the reigne of the high and prudent prince kyng
Henry the eight, the undubitate flower and very heire of both the sayd
lineages. Londe: Richard Grafton, 1548.
Folio (284 x 185 mm), [iv], cclx; lix; [i] lxi; [i] cclxiii. Lacking
Rr8 (blank) but including the KK6 and kkk8 (both blanks).
Lacking the printed leaves HHh3-4 and the final colophon leaf
XXX6.
Woodcut title page and full-page woodcut colophon, numerous
woodcut historiated initials, including the large woodcut on the
first text leaf. Contemporary calf, rebacked. Signature of Thomas
Spring dated 1663 on title and the word Dartmouth written in
pen on the verso of title, contemporary annotation on first text
leaf. Overall an excellent copy, very little browning, sharp
impression.
$ 30,000.00
First edition, first issue of Hall’s chronicles of English history, famed
as one of Shakespeare’s major sources. Spanning from the accession of
Henry IV in 1399 and the War of the Roses to the death of Henry VIII
in 1547, the text serves primarily as a moral exemplar and cautionary
political tale. It was fundamental in cementing the memory of Richard
III as a villainous ruler. Unlike other chroniclers, Hall weaves his own
eye-witness accounts into the narrative, bringing a dramatic immediacy
to these political mechanisms. Hall’s text reiterates his respect for the

monarchy and royal ceremony and is decidedly sympathetic to the
Protestant cause. He is also one of the earliest historians to suggest
that the Tudor house would restore England to its rightful glory after
the political strife and economic upheavals of the fifteenth century.
Of particular interest is the chronicle’s role as inspiration and source
material for William Shakespeare’s plays Richard II, Henry IV (parts
one and two), Henry V, Henry VI (parts one, two and three) and Richard
III.

Hall (1497–1547), lawyer, historian, and member of Parliament,
likely viewed the production of this chronicle as his life’s mission.
Although he died before his magnum opus could be completed,
Halle left the manuscript to the King’s printer, Richard Grafton
(c.1507–1573), who completed and published the text.
ESTC, S113110; STC, pp. 557-558, 12721-12723

MAJOR SOURCE OF MALORY’S MORTE D’ARTHUR
50. HARDYING, John. The chronicle of Jhon Hardyng, from the
first begynnyng of Englande, unto ye reigne of Edwarde ye Fourth
where he made an end of his chronicle. And from that tyme is added a
continuacion of the storie in prose to this our tyme, now first imprinted,
gathered out of diverse and sondery autours and have write of the
affaires of Englande. London: Richard Grafton, 1543.
Two parts in one. 4to. [vii], ccxxxviii; cxlvi, [1] leaves. Text in
black letter, title within architectural woodcut border, woodcut
initials, separate divisional title within architectural woodcut
border. Eighteenth-century full calf, rebacked, edges rubbed;
some small wormholes in the text and on the fore-edge, but
generally an excellent copy. Three bookplates: (1) From the
library of George Thomas Robinson (British architect, 18291897), with his engraved armorial bookplate with motto
“Virtute non verbis”; (2) engraved armorial bookplate of
George Arnold (“One of the gentlemen of his Majesty’s most
honorable privy chamber); and (3) Charles Edward Harris St.
John (1843-1917).
$ 30,000.00
First edition of this acclaimed chronicle in verse, the first of two
editions printed in the same month and year. Our copy contains the
passage relative to Edward IV on the verso of Fol. V of the
Continuation: “for the kyng was a man that loued bothe to see and
feele a fayre woman.” Though the later edition contains a more full
account of the reign of Henry VIII, this passage as well as the cause
of the quarrel between Edward IV and the Earl of Warwick was
suppressed.
The Chronicle covers the history of Britain and England from its
mythical foundation by the Greek princess Albina and her twentynine sisters to the end of Henry VI’s minority. Among other things,
Hardyng details the origins of British history in the myth of Troy and

the subsequent founding of empires by those escaping the doomed city.
The work is also one of the best sources for information on King Arthur,
mingling historical narrative with aspects of the myth of the Round
Table and Holy Grail. Indeed, apparently Hardyng’s Chronicle is one of
the major sources of Sir Thomas Malory’s Morte d’Arthur. “Hardyng’s
work offers a compelling insight into late medieval perceptions of
kingship and governance on the cusp of the Wars of the Roses, and
captures the tastes, hopes, and anxieties of a late fifteenth-century
gentleman who had witnessed, and all too often participated in, each of
the key events that defined his era.”
Harding (1378-1465),
an ex-soldier and spy
of Henry V, spent
years writing and rewriting his verse
history
to
accommodate swings
in political power and
patronage. He also
provided documents
to support English
claims
over
the
crown of Scotland,
many of which were
later shown to be
forgeries.

STC, 12767

CLASSIC ILLUSTRATED SCIENCE OF
SURGERY
51. HEISTER, Lorenz. Institutiones chirurgicae inquibus quicquid
ad rem chirugicam pertinet, optima et novissima ratione pertractatur.
Amsterdam: Janssonius Waesberghe, 1739.
Two volumes. 4to. [xxvi]-4-48, [viii], 715, [1]; [ii], 715-1249,
[49] pp. Complete with 38 folding engraved plates. Frontispiece
portrait and title in red and black. Bound in modern cloth with
bookplate and “sold” stamp of Trinity College Library,
Cambridge.
$ 3000.00
First edition in Latin of one of the most valuable surgical books of
the period. The plates of instruments and bandages are still of
importance today. According to Heister’s contemporaries, this book
was the first complete systematic work on the science of surgery, and
served for over one hundred and twenty years as a means of
education for medical students. “As a surgeon he covered in his
writings, the simple things as well as the most complicated surgical
subjects; bandages, dressing of wounds were described accurately, and
ligations (by acu-pressure). He was a good dentist, and in the field of
eye disease he stated that cataract depends upon cloudiness of the
lens” (Leonardo, History of Surgery, pp. 197-198).
Heister (1683-1758), considered the founder of scientific surgery in
Germany, was also a very successful teacher. His lectures were of
major importance since he founded his theories upon sound
anatomical facts. Heister is credited for coining the term tracheotomy,
and was the first physician to perform a post-mortem section of
appendicitis.

THE BRITISH ISRAELISM MOVEMENT
FROM THE LIBRARY OF THE MASONIC
SUPREME COUNCIL
52. [HEYWOOD, Thomas]. The life of Merlin, surnamed
Ambrosius; his prophecies and predictions interpreted. . . . Carmarthen:
J. Evans, 1812. 4to. viii, 324 pp., including index and list of
subscribers.
A unique collection of six books about the British Israelism doctrine and
its founder, Richard Brothers. The doctrine identifies the Anglo-Saxon
race with the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel, and is based on a literal
interpretation of the Old Testament. Apparently England and its colonies
must be the Israel to whom the promises were made in the Bible. The
first work, The life of Merlin, provides a chronological order of the Kings
of England. Because of the strong historical connection of the ancestors
of the English with the Ten Lost Tribes, the doctrine includes the
principle that the British Royal Family descends directly from the
bloodline of King David. Heywood (1570–1641), a prolific playwriter
and actor, contributed to Elizabethan and early Jacobean theatre, writing
numerous plays, both tragedies and comedies.

(bound with)
[BROTHERS, Richard]. A revealed knowledge of the prophecies &
times. Book the first (bound with) A revealed knowledge of the
prophecies & times. Book the second. London: n.p., 1794. 4to. 68; 108
pp. With manuscript notes on the margins from page 54 in the first
volume and throughout the second volume.
First edition of the most important work of the founder of AngloIsraelism. Brothers explains the doctrine, whose principal belief is that the
British nation is the true and real Israel of God. He claimed that the
Anglo-Saxon race was descended from the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel; that
he, himself, was a lineal descendant of David, and the rightful claimant to

David’s throne. Brothers (1757-1824) declared himself the apostle of a
new religion, “the nephew of the Almighty, and prince of the
Hebrews, appointed to lead them to the land of Canaan.” He had a
large following but could not produce the social movement he had
intended with his writings. After he predicted the death of the king and
the end of monarchy he was arrested for treason in 1795 and confined.

(bound with)
HALHED, Nathaniel Brassey. Testimony of the authenticity of the
prophecies of Richard Brothers, and of his mission to recall the Jews.
London: n.p., 1795. 4to. 28 pp.
First edition of the speech held in Parliament by Halhed in defense of
Brothers and his Anglo Israelism theory. Halhed (1751-1830) was an
English Orientalist and philologist. In India (working for East India
Company) he translated into English the Gentoo code from a Persian
version of the original Sanskrit. His collection of oriental manuscripts
was purchased by the British Museum.

First edition of this pamphlet written in defense of Brothers by
Bryan after he had condemned his work first and later decided to
meet Brothers in person to re-examine his theory. Originally a
Quaker and copper-plate engraver, Bryan went in 1789 with John
Wright to join the Society of Illuminés at Avignon where, in that
post-Swedenborgian, semi-Masonic group, he received spiritual
communications informing him of the coming of a prophet and the
imminent millennium.

(bound with)
WRIGHT, John. A revealed knowledge of some things that will
speedily be fulfilled in the world. . . . London: n.p., 1794. 4to. 64
pp. Wright belonged to the Avignon Society, a group of European
illuminists active in the late 1780’s. Being disappointed with the
New Jerusalem Church in London he went to Avignon, where he
was told to expect the millennial deliverer of prophecies. Returning
from Avignon, Wright later identified Brothers as this promised
deliverer and devoted this work to him.

(bound with)

HORNE, George. Sound argument dictated by common sense; in
answer to Nathaniel Brassey Halhed’s testimony of the authenticity of the
prophecies of Richard Brothers. Oxford: printed for the author,
[1795]. 4to. 52 pp., including half-title.
Second edition of this polemic refusal of Brothers’ theory written in
response to Halhed’s Testimony. The author here defines Halhed as a
weak character that has been roped into the persuasions of a man
(Brothers) and who has completely misunderstood the sacred scriptures.

(bound with)
BRYAN, William. A testimony of the spirit of truth, concerning
Richard Brothers . . . in an address to the people of Israel, &c. to the
gentiles called Christians. . . . London: n.p., 1795. 4to, ii, 39 pp.

Six works bound together. Contemporary calf, rebacked, spine
in compartments with raised bands, tooled in gilt, morocco
spine label. Engraved bookplate of the Supreme Council, the
highest authority of the masonic order of the Scottish rite of
Northern America (Northern Masonic Jurisdiction of the
United States) on the paste-down (motto “Deus Meumque Jus
- Supreme Council 33”).
$ 5500.00

NINETEENTH-CENTURY
SPRING BREAK
53. HILL, Lucy A[nn]. Rhine roamings. Boston: Lee and
Shepard, and New York: Charles T. Dillingham, 1880.

8vo in-4. [viii], 267 pp. Frontispiece and 3 plates. Publisher’s
cloth with gilt lettering on the front board.
$ 450.00
First and only edition of this rather rare travelogue written by a
young woman studying and traveling throughout the Rhine valley, a
particularly picturesque and historic area of the country. One of six
teenagers sent to live and study in the region (the girls were from Spain,
Germany, Scotland, England, France, and America) with the Widow
von Heine, the author describes her days spent visiting museums,
churches, gardens and other locales, some popular with other tourists,
some off the beaten trail. Evenings were set aside for writing letters,
playing games, and general partying. Of particular interest are her
descriptions of early architecture and the new and interesting foods that
were introduced during their travels. Of course there was some drama,
as befalls teenage girls, even in the nineteenth century. Unique, as from
the perspective of a young girl away from home. Lucy Ann Hill
(b.1831) apparently wrote one other book, a novel entitled Marion’s
year in a German school, published in 1899.

TWO CLASSICS OF EARLY
MEDICINE
54. HOBOKEN, Nicolas. Anatomia Secundinae Humanae.
Utrecht: Johannem Ribbium, 1669.
8vo. [vi], 221, [11] pp. With engraved frontispiece portrait,
finely engraved additional title, and 15 engraved illustrations
on 9 folding plates. Contemporary full vellum with manuscript
titles on spine.
$ 1850.00
First edition of a pioneering work on the placenta, one of the
earliest treatises to be devoted solely to the human placenta and fetal
membranes. The excellent plates were drawn by the author from his
own preparations. Dedicated to Nicholas Tulp, the second half
contains eighteen letters on generation to several colleagues,
including Thomas Bartholin.
Hoboken (1632-1678), a student of Diemerbroeck and professor of
obstetrics and mathematics at Utrecht and Harderwyk, was one of
the first to delineate and describe with accuracy the placenta and
envelope of the ovum.

(bound with)
VIEUSSENS, Raymond
Novum vasorum corporis humani systema. Amsterdam: Paul Marret,
1705.
8vo. [xlviii], 260 pp., including additional engraved title showing
a dissection performed by Guy-Crescent Fagon. Title page in red
and black with vignette, engraved coat-of-arms plate after
dedication, and 1 full-page engraved plate.
First edition of a landmark on the cardiovascular system, where
Vieussens gives an accurate description of the lymphatic and blood
vessels of the heart. It is here that he first provides his classic
description of the symptoms of aortic regurgitation, as well as
advancing his idea that the coronary vessels have direct communication
with the chambers of the heart. He was the first to describe small ducts
joining the ventricular cavities to the coronary vessels; he called these
channels “ducti carnosi” (fleshy ducts). He describes mitral stenosis and
its pathologic features, and is credited with making the first diagnosis of
thoracic aneurysm during the life of the patient. The book is dedicated
to Guy-Crescent Fagon (1638-1718), physician to Louis XIV. The
preface contains the transcription of the exchange of letters between
the author and some illustrious doctors to whom he gave the draft of
his treatise, including Johannes Jacobus Mangetus, physician to
Frederick William I, as well as physicians to the Kings of France and
Spain.
Vieussens (1641-1715) was a French anatomist and professor at
Montpellier. His name is associated with a number of anatomical parts,
especially in the brain and heart.
Garrison & Morton, 2729

THE INTERIM PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS
55. [HOOKE, Robert, ed.]. Philosophical collections, containing an account of the physical; anatomical, chymical, mechanical, astronomical,
optical, or other mathematical and philosophical experiments and observations as have lately come to the publisher hands. . . . London: [John
Martyn], Moses Pitt, and Richard Chiswell, 1679-82.
Seven issues (all published) in one volume. 4to. 44; [ii], 50, [2]; 43-80, [2]; 83-121, [1]; 187-210 pp. With 7 engraved plates (6
folding). Bound together in contemporary marbled boards.
$ 24000.00
First edition of the complete Philosophical collections, printed in a very small edition, and now exceptionally rare. The death of the Royal
Society’s secretary, Henry Oldenburg, in 1677 interrupted the publication of the Philosophical transactions. These scientific papers, edited by
Hooke, were issued to fill the void in the Royal Society publication from the last number of the Philosophical transactions in 1679 until it
resumed again in 1682/3. Hooke, who was also Curator of Experiments, contributed a couple of important papers, including An optical
discourse, which proposed treatment for near-sightedness, and A mechanical discourse. . . . Other landmark papers include: Leeuwenhoek’s
announcement of the “discovery of spermatozoa”; Lana’s “flying chariot”; Borelli’s De motu musculorum; Tyson’s Anatomy of a porpess (sic); and
astronomical observations by Hevelius, Flamsteed, and Cassini on the eclipse of Jupiter by the moon in 1679 and 1681. In addition, discoveries
by Moxon, Malpighi, Thomas Burnett, Edmund Halley, Bernoulli, and Leibniz are included.
The plates illustrate, inter alia, Bernier’s flying
machine, Borelli’s underwater breathing
apparatus, and a new lamp invented by Robert
Boyle. William Brigg’s A new theory of vision, a
discussion of the optic nerves, is accompanied by
a plate illustrating a dissected eye; this detailed
physiological study of vision motivated Newton
to republish it in 1685 with his own
introduction. According to Keynes, Robert
Hooke, p. 48, the Philosophical collections must
have circulated in much smaller numbers. All
issues of this collection are scarce, and complete
sets of seven numbers extremely uncommon.

A PIONEER IN THE HISTORY OF
DENTISTRY
56. HUNTER, John. A natural history of the human teeth:
explaining their structure, use, formation, growth & diseases. (bound
with) A practical treatise on the diseases of the teeth intended as a
supplement to the natural history of those parts. London: J. Johnson,
1771; 1778.
Two works in one. 4to. [viii], 128; [vi], iv, 128, [8] pp. Complete
with the rare half-titles to both parts. With 16 copperplates, each
with printed explanation leaf. Full calf in a contemporary style,
covers outlined in gilt, spine in compartment with morocco label;
some minor spotting to first few signatures, but generally an
outstanding copy.
$ 7500.00
First edition of each work. Classics in the history of dentistry, Hunter
correctly described “the growth and development of the jaws and their
relation to the muscles of mastication,” and was the first to recommend
complete removal of the pulp in filling teeth. These two books
“revolutionized the practice of dentistry and provided a basis for later
dental research. Hunter devised appliances for the correction of
malocclusion. He described the various stages of inflammation of
affected teeth, and gave an accurate description of periodontal disease”
(G&M). The first work, with its detailed plates, consists of a detailed
study of the mouth, jaws and teeth. The supplement includes, among
many ground-breaking and useful techniques, instructions on the means
of transplanting a tooth from one person to another.
Hunter (1728-1793), one of the first to study teeth in a scientific
manner, coined the terms cuspids, bicuspids, molars and incisors.
Garrison & Morton, 3675-76

RARE EXPERIMENTS ON
VENEREAL DISEASES
57. HUNTER, John. A treatise on the venereal disease.
London: [for the author], 1786.
4to. [xii], 398, [12] pp. With 7 engraved plates, each with
leaf of explanation. Contemporary full calf, rebacked;
generally a good copy.
$ 1500.00
First edition of this classic, and the first book issued from
Hunter’s private press, which he established at his house in order
to prevent unauthorized foreign editions of his works. One
thousand copies of this first edition were printed.
Considered the authority on venereal diseases, Hunter
hypothesized that two diseases could not exist simultaneously in
the same organ. Syphilis and gonorrhea were thus believed to be
different symptoms of the same sexual illness. He here traces the
course of the diseases and its treatment with mercury and
cauterization. According to some historians, Hunter performed
his most famous (if not infamous) experiments on himself. In
1767, he used a lancet to make a puncture on his glands and
prepuce, having dipped the lancet in a lesion from a prostitute.
Unfortunately for Hunter, the patient from whom he had
obtained the specimen had both syphilis and gonorrhea, and this
led him and others to believe that they were one and the same
disease.
Hunter (1728-1793) was the pupil of his brilliant brother
William, whom he later assisted and soon surpassed as a surgeon.
He was probably one of the greatest scientists of his time in
medicine and related subjects. The Royal College of Surgeons
sponsors an annual lecture in Hunter’s memory.

MEDICAL WORK BY ANTINEWTONIAN PHILOSOPHER
58. [HUTCHINSON, John]

1. ANONYMOUS. An attempt to explain the oeconomy of the
human frame, upon the principles of the new philosophy. London:
James Bettenham: & Sold by George Straham, 1739.
8vo. [ii], 240, [2] pp.
(bound with)
2. HUTCHINSON, John. The use of Reason recovered by the
data in Christianity –Part II. Whereby we know the State we are in.
London: G. Straham, 1739.
Two books in one. 8vo. [ii], 372 pp. Separate title pages for
each book. Contemporary calf, double gilt fillet covers, spine in
gilt with morocco label, shelf mark stamped in gilt at head of
spine, covers lightly rubbed; interior with sprinkled margins. An
excellent copy from the library of The Earl of Portsmouth with
his armorial bookplate on front paste-down.
$ 4500.00
First edition of an anonymously published work by Hutchinson,
exceedingly rare with only 4 known copies (3 in the UK and the Yale
copy in America). Hutchinson was not a physician, but interested in
the activities of medical men, including the so called quack
practitioners. He cites physicians that do not look to the patient’s
symptoms and only guess what diseases they might carry. He here
writes on the human frame (skeleton), describing his positions about
numerous subjects, such as the motion of bodies in fluid, the quality of
matter placed in the stomach and of the juices secreted into it out of
the blood, the circulation of blood in animals, a description of the

ducts for secreting, and the glands for collecting juices out of the
blood, the state of the operations in a healthy person, the effects of
too much heat and too much cold, the use of purges, diuretics,
cupping and scarifying, blistering, smoking, or chewing tobacco and
snuff, and his observations and comparisons between the effects of
eating fresh fruits, greens, etc.
Hutchinson (1674–1737), who collected fossils and made
observations of natural history, wrote an account of the creation that
rejected Newtonianism because it conflicted with revelation,
especially on vacuum and gravitation. What was surprising was that
his alternative natural philosophy drew attention and persisted
throughout the eighteenth and into the nineteenth century, winning
him many disciples. He continued with a major interest in the
geological theories by Thomas Burnet and Woodward, stoking the
flames of a controversy as to the relations between geology and the
book of Genesis.

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE
COLLECTION OF HUYGENS’ WORKS
59. HUYGENS, Christian. Opera reliqua. (with) Opera
posthuma. Amsterdam: Janssonio-Waesbergios, 1728.
Two works in one (first work in 2 parts). 4to. 10, [24], 315, [1];
[xxii], 226; [ii], 184 pp. Titles in red and black. With 58 folding
engraved plates. Contemporary calf; a very nice wide-margined
copy.
$ 8500.00
First edition, edited by ’sGravesande. This set represents one of the
most comprehensive collections of works by the great Dutch scientist
Huygens. The present volumes contain his works on gravity and
accelerated motion, the laws of elastic bodies, and the undulatory
theory of light, perhaps his most important achievement. Also
included are his tracts on optics, instructions on grinding lenses for
telescopes, and a description of the Planetary Automate machine he
constructed portraying the movements of the solar system. This
machine, as well as a number of other innovations and discoveries, are
all depicted in the finely engraved illustrations.
Huygens (1629-1695), Dutch astronomer and physicist, was one of
the greatest scientists of his century. He successfully used the
pendulum to regulate clocks, improved the telescope, and developed a
wave theory of light, which was first recognized and credited by
Young a full century later. Huygens’ light theories were opposed to
Newton’s corpuscular theory of propagation, and remained
unaccepted for a century until they were successfully used to explain
optical interference. The combined ideas of Huygens and Newton
have been applied to the quantum theory by physicists such as Planck,
Einstein, and de Broglie.

PROVIDING THE CHURCH’S
EVIDENCE IN GALILEO’S TRIAL
60. INCHOFER, Melchior. Tractatus syllepticus, in quo, quid
de terrae, solisq. motu, vel statione, secundum S. Scripturam, &
Sanctos Patres sentiendum, quave certitudine alterutra sententia
tenenda sit, breviter ostenditur. Rome: Ludovicus Grignanus,
1633.
4to. [vi], 93, [7] pp., including errata and index. Engraved title
vignette, initials, head- and tailpieces. Early pasteboard
binding.
$ 21,000.00
First edition of this extremely rare and important work which
provided significant evidence on behalf of the Church in Galileo’s
heresy trial. In 1633 Inchofer was appointed to a special commission
by the Holy Office to examine Galileo’s culpability for the
publication of his Dialogue on the two chief world systems in 1632.
Earlier in 1616 the Congregation of the Index had determined

that the sun-centered system supported by Copernicus was heretical,
and had banned his De revolutionibus orbium coelestium. Galileo had been
warned that he could not defend the heliocentric system as true, but
could only speak of it hypothetically. The special commission, which
included Inchofer, Agostino Oregio, the pope’s theologian, and
Zaccaria Pasqualigo, a member of the Theatine order, met twice to
establish whether Galileo treats Copernicus’ heliocentric system as a
hypothesis, or did he defend it as true.

Inchofer wrote and submitted this short treatise, the Tractatus syllepticus
(Short treatise), providing a general explanation of his (the Church’s)
cosmography supporting the 1616 injunction, a summation of the
heretical nature of heliocentrism. He here asserts, in objective and
measured terms, that Galileo had contravened the injunction of the
Holy Office, supporting his conclusion with the most important
Scriptural arguments from the Ecclesiaste verse “terra in aeternum stat.”
Galileo’s trial was held in private before the Commissioner of the
Inquisition, the Dominican Vincenzo Maculano, and the prosecuting
attorney, Carlo Sinceri. Although no one else was present (and indeed
Galileo’s name is not mentioned in Inchofer’s treatise), historians have
long noted that the major evidence presented at the trial came from the
astronomer Christoph Scheiner and Melchor Inchofer. As we all know,
Galileo was condemned at his 1633 trial for asserting that the earth
moves around the sun in violation of the 1616 formal injunction.

Of particular interest is the acknowledgement by Inchofer that the
Church’s position on immobility of the earth is based on the pope’s
belief. The title vignette, depicting the earth held in place by three
bees, with the motto His fixa quiescit (“Fixed by these [the bees], it [the
Earth] remains quiet”), apparently supports this point of view. A few
years later, in 1645, in his book on the immovability of the Earth, Nova
demonstratio immobilitatis terrae petita ex virtute magnetica, fellow Jesuit
Jacques Grandami took the onus off the Pope and returned it to God,
whose angels are shown to hold the Earth in place.

Inchofer or Imhofer (c. 1584–1648), a Jesuit theologian, entered the
Society of Jesus in Rome and then taught philosophy, mathematics,
and theology in Sicily. After he wrote and submitted the Tractatus
syllepticus, he resumed his professorship in Sicily, where he remained
until 1636, when his order called him to Rome that he might
devote himself entirely to writing. He was appointed a member of
the Congregation of the Index but the Holy Office became
dissatisfied with him. The last few years of his life were troubled,
and he was brought to trial by his order in 1648.
The Tractatus syllepticus was translated into English in 2006 by
Richard Blackwell of Notre Dame. See William Shea’s article,
“Behind the scenes at Galileo’s trial: including the first English
translation of Melchior Inchofer’s Tractatus syllepticus” at The
Catholic Historical Review, Vol. 94, No. 3 (Jul., 2008), pp. 582583.

SIGNIFICANT ILLUSTRATIONS
61. JACOBS, J[ean] B[ernard]. École pratique des
accouchemens. . . . Paris: Méquignon; Bruxelles: Chez du Jardin;
Gand: Chez l’auteur, 1785.
4to. [xvi], 428, [2] pp. With engraved headpiece and 21 finely
engraved plates. Contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt with
raised bands and morocco label; marbled paste-down and
endleaves, interior toned due to paper stock.
$ 1500.00
First edition in French (originally printed in Dutch the prior year)
of the most complete compendium on obstetrics at the time. Jacobs
(1734-1790), professor at Louvain and Brussels, was the first to
introduce the teaching of obstetrics with the aid of a life-sized
anatomical figure. The present work remained a classic for many years
and was reprinted and translated into German.

THE EARLIEST ANATOMICAL
WOODCUTS
62. KETHAM, Joannes de. Wundartzney zu allen Gebrechen des
gantzen Leibs, und zu jedem Glied besonder. Mit was zufellen die
entstehn, unnd einem Wnndtartz zukommen mögen. Viel edler, bewerter
Artzneyen, Rath und Meisterstück. Franckfurdt am Mayn: Herman
Gülfferichen, 1549.
4to. xx leaves. Title, in red and black, contains 4 large woodcut
instruments (2 are repeated in text). With 1 large double page
wound-man woodcut, a small woodcut of a zodiac man, and 2
large decorative woodcuts (an initial and a tailpiece); last leaf with
printer’s device. Old German pasteboards; some interior soiling,
still a beautiful copy.
$ 12,500.00
Early edition of this rare surgical treatise, a cornerstone in the
history of medicine. The initial sections on surgical practices and
treatments are nearly identical with the corresponding portion of
the author’s Fasciculus medicine (Venice, 1491), a collection of
writings by medical men for the use of practicing physician.
Among the many medical concepts here are passages on injuries,
goiters, cancer, phlebotomy, and recipes for various medications.
This work is of major importance for containing the first detailed
anatomical illustrations ever printed.
Little is known of Johannes de Ketham, a name probably
corrupted by the printers from Johannes von Kirchheim. In spite
of extended research by Sudhoff and others, his identity remains
unknown. This edition is extremely scarce.
Cushing, K61; Durling, 1552; Eimas, Heirs of Hippocrates, 127
(1534 ed.); Wellcome, 6782 (incomplete)

DEFENDING THE NEPTUNIST
THEORY OF GEOLOGY
63. KIRWAN, Richard. Geological essays.
Bremner, 1799.

London: D.

8vo. xvi, 502 pp., plus leaf of publisher’s advertisements. An
uncut copy in the original boards, which have been re-backed
with the original spine laid down. Fantastic condition. $ 1850.00
First edition of Kirwan’s attempt to reconcile his geological
observations with the history of the earth as related in Genesis. The
first part of the book comprises a basic primer of geology, with a
substantial amount of chemical and mineralogical information. The
final chapter contains a bitter attack on James Hutton’s
geomorphological theory. Kirwan points out that many of Hutton’s
ideas are inconsistent with chemical facts. Although an earlier paper
published by Kirwan (in 1793) led Hutton to expand his original paper
into the two-volume Theory of the Earth, “it has often been overlooked
that Kirwan’s attack, if forthright, was less acrimonious than either
Hutton’s reply in the second chapter of his book or John Playfair’s later
defense of Hutton” (DSB).
Kirwan (1733-1812), an Irish scientist, was elected FRS in 1780, two
years before being awarded the Copley Medal from that organization.
Having moved to Dublin in 1787, Kirwan helped to found the Royal
Irish Society, in 1799 becoming its president. He contributed a
number of articles to the Society’s Proceedings, most dealing with
meteorology, chemistry and mineralogy. He was one of the last
supporters of the phlogiston theory.

THE QUALITY OF LIGHT
64. LA CHAMBRE Marin Cureau de. La lumière. Paris:
Rocolet, 1657.
4to. [xx], 414, [10] pp. Beautiful engraved frontispiece title,
engraved illustration to begin the dedication to Mazarin, text
diagrams. Contemporary calf; an excellent copy.
$ 2500.00

First edition. This treatise provided an expansion and up-to-date
reporting of La Chambre’s earlier work in optics. In his Nouvelles
observations et coniectures (Paris, 1650), La Chambre first developed his
important doctrines on light, which he refined here. He perceived
that light was a quality, not a substance; that it was capable of a local
motion which, nevertheless, took place in an instant; and he offered as
the general causes of reflection and refraction the “animosity” and
“natural antipathy” between light and matter. This optical phenomena
not only anticipated but likely had a direct effect on Newton’s views
on the subject.
The battle to “liberate colour from the clutches of philosophers of the
old school” had been fully engaged with the controversy between
Fermat and Descartes (and Clerselier), with Fermat pointing out the
failure of the Cartesian theory of refraction to provide a plausible
physical interpretation fitting the mathematical assumptions used by
Descartes. La Chambre corresponded with Fermat (as set forth in
Fermat’s letter, p. 156 of his Varia opera mathematica, 1679), urging him
“to add Geometry to my Principle and to put forward a
demonstration which could serve as the real foundation to refraction.”
The mathematical expression of the law of refraction was to be a great
asset in helping the further development of geometrical optics and of
experimental research.
Marin Cureau de la Chambre (1594-1669) was a French physician and
philosopher. He became a physician to Louis XIV, who reportedly
was impressed by la Chambre’s ability to judge human character based
on physical appearance. He was an original member of the French
Academy of Sciences.

LINNAEUS CRITICIZED
65. LAMARCK, Jean-Baptiste. Flore Françoise ou description
succincte de toutes les plantes qui croissent naturellement en France,
disposée selon une nouvelle méthode d’analyse, & à laquelle on a joint
la citation de leurs vertus les moins équivoques en médecine, & de leur
utilité dans les arts. Paris De L’Imprimerie Royale, 1778.
Three volumes 8vo. [ii], 4, cxix, [1], 223, [1], 132, xxix; [ii], iv,
684; [ii], 654, xx, [1] pp., including index, contents, and errata
leaf at end of third volume. With 8 folding engraved plates, a
folding printed table, woodcut initials, head- and tailpieces.
Contemporary mottled calf. Overall an excellent copy from the
library of Richard Burkhardt, bookplate of the Gray Herbarium
at Harvard University.
$ 1200.00
First edition Lamarck’s first acclaimed work, and one of the first
French books to include the Linnaean nomenclature a well as that of
Tournefort. It is here that Lamarck developed his “method of
analysis,” a system of identification of plants by dichotomous keys
which resulted in the ability to name various groups of plants through
mutually exclusive characteristics. This system was, in Lamarck’s
assessment, significantly easier to use than Linneaus’ classifications
based on sexual differences among plants. Indeed, this new approach
so impressed Buffon that he arranged for the publication of this work
at the expense of the French government. And it was so successful
that it sold out in a year.
Lamarck (1744-1829) was a great naturalist. His works cover a broad
spectrum of subjects, from botany to chemistry, meteorology,
zoology, geology, and his theories regarding inheritance of acquired
characters in evolution, of which the influence on Darwin has, over
the years, been the basis for a continuing historical debate. He was
responsible for popularizing the word “biology” and the first to use
the terms “vertebrate” and “invertebrate.”
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DISCOVERY OF THE PLANET
NEPTUNE
66. LE VERRIER, Urbain Jean Joseph.
1. “Recherches sur les mouvements d’Uranus.” From Comptes
rendus hebdonadaires des séances de l’academie des sciences (hereafter
Comptes rendus), Volume 22, No. 22, pp. 907-918. Paris:
Bachelier, 1 June, 1846.
2. “Sur la planète qui produit les anomalies observées dans le
mouvement d’Uranus – Détermination de sa masse, de son
orbite et de sa position actuelle.” From Comptes rendus, Volume
23, No. 9, pp. 428-438. Paris: Bachelier, 31 August, 1846.

6. “Comparaison des observations de la nouvelle planète, avec
la théorie déduite des perturbations d’Uranus.” (with) ___ &
ARAGO. “Planète Le Verrier. Examen des remarques
critiques et des questions de priorité que la découverte de M.
Le Verrier a soulevées. (with) Letter from Gauss to Libri.
From Comptes rendus, Volume 23, No. 16, pp. 741; 741-754;
754. Paris: Bachelier, 19 October, 1846.
7. ___ & BINET. “Note sur la détermination approximative
de la distance du soleil à la planète Le Verrier.” (with) “Note
de M. Le Verrier.” From Comptes rendus, Volume 23, No. 17,
pp. 798-799; 799-800. Paris: Bachelier, 26 October, 1846.
8. “Note de M. Le Verrier.” From Comptes rendus, Volume
23, No. 18, p. 854. Paris: Bachelier, 2 November 1846.

3. “Extrait d’une lettre de M. Schumacher à M. Le Verrier.”
From Comptes rendus, Volume 23, No. 2, p. 106. Paris:
Bachelier, 13 July, 1846. (Letter from Schumacher to Le Verrier
regarding a comet.)

9. “Note de M. Le Verrier.” From Comptes rendus, Volume
23, No. 19, p. 863. Paris: Bachelier, 9 November 1846.

4. “Sur la planète qui produit les anomalies observées dans le
mouvement d’Uranus – Cinquième et dernière partie, relative à
la détermination de la position du plan de l’orbite.” (with)
“Planète de M. Le Verrier.” (Letter from Galle to Le Verrier.)
(with) “Lettre de M. Le Ministre de l’instruction publique.”
(Nomination of Le Verrier.) From Comptes rendus, Volume 23,
No. 14, pp. 657-659; 659-663; 676. Paris: Bachielier, 5
October, 1846.

First editions, first printings. These publications represent the
cumulative work of Le Verrier’s prediction of the existence of the
then unknown planet Neptune, using only mathematics and
astronomical observations of the planet Uranus. Realizing that the
irregularity of the orbit of Uranus was due to the influence of an
undiscovered planet further out, Le Verrier succeeded in computing
the mass and orbit of the perturbing body. He sent his prediction of
the missing planet’s position to Johann Galle (1812-1910) of the
Berlin Observatory, who actually found Neptune on his first night
of looking, 23 September 1846, based upon Le Verrier’s predicted
location.

5. “Planète de M. Le Verrier.” From Comptes rendus, Volume
23, No. 15, p. 715-716. Paris: Bachelier, 12 October, 1846.
(Letter from Challis to Le Verrier.)

9 parts. 4to. All in original printed wrappers.

$ 6500.00

Le Verrier (1811-1877) was encouraged by the physicist
Arago, then Director of the Paris Observatory.
Unknown to Le Verrier, an English scientist, John
Couch Adams, had arrived at the same conclusions,
though the results of Adams’ work were written in a
private letter and dated two days later than Le Verrier’s
public lecture to the French Academy on 31 August,
1846. Although controversy arose over the credit for
the discovery, as Adams began his work before Le
Verrier and indeed made the same prediction nearly a
year earlier, Adams failed to publish until more than a
month following Galle’s sighting. The dispute was
apparently made even more difficult by Le Verrier’s
arrogance and violent temper.
Le Verrier went on to work on a re-evaluation of
planetary motion and perturbations, and published a
table of the motions of all known planets. He also
theorized that the slow precession of Mercury’s orbit
around the sun could not be completely explained by
Newtonian mechanics, and suggested another planet in
between Mercury and the sun (Vulcan). He was
director of the Paris Observatory from 1854 to 1870,
when he was driven out by the staff because of his
management style; he was re-appointed in 1873 after
the new director, Delaunay, drowned.

MACHIAVELLI’S GREAT CLASSIC OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
WITH TWO RARE & REMARKABLE RELATED WORKS
67. MACHIAVELLI, Nicolo. Tutte le opere di Nicolo Machiavelli
cittadino et secretario fiorentino, divise in V parti et di nuovo con somma
accuratezza ristampate al santissimo et beatissimo padre signore nostro
Clemente VII Pont. Mass. [Florence]: n.p., 1650.
Five works in one. [viii], 320; 280; 152; 158; 106 pp. Vignette of
Machiavelli’s portrait on title. Separate dated title pages to all parts
except the Historie fiorentine which begins the volume. Dell’arte
della guerra contains typographical figures depicting military
formations and a double-page woodcut illustration depicting an
army camp, and a manuscript table of contents following L’asino
d’oro.
(bound with)
LUBOMIRSKI, Stanislao
De vanitate consiliorum liber unus, in quo vanitas et veritas, rerum
humanarum politicis & moralibus rationibus clare demonstratur &
dialogice exhibetur. N.p., 1700. 64 pp.
(bound with)
BOTERO, Giovanni
Libri tres de origine urbium earum excellentia et augendi ratione quibus
accesserunt Hippolyti a collibus incrementa urbium sive de causis
magnitudinis urbium liber unus. Cura L.G.L.H. Helmstadt: Johannis
Heitmulleri, 1665. [vi], 234 pp.
4to. Seven books bound together. Contemporary half vellum and
marbled boards, manuscript titles on spine. Despite some
browning and damp-staining, an excellent copy with an
ownership inscription dated 1801 on the paste-down. $ 6000.00

I. Early edition of the political works of Machiavelli, which include:
--Gli otto libri delle Historie Fiorentine.
--Discorsi di Nicolo Machiavelli cittadino et secretario fiorentino,
sopra la prima deca di T. Livio a Zanobi Buondelmonti et a Cosimo
Rucellai.
--I sette libri dell’arte della guerra di Nicolo Machiavelli cittadino et
secretario fiorentino.
--L’asino d’oro di Nicolo Machiavelli cittadino et secretario
fiorentino, con tutte l’altre sue operette: La contenenza delle quali haurai
nella seguente carta.
--Il principe di Nicolo Machiavelli al magnifico Lorenzo di Piero de
Medici. La vita di Castruccio Castracani. Il modo che tenne il Duca
Valentino per ammazzare Vitellozzo Vitelli, Oliveretto da Fermo, il signor
Pargolo, & il Duca di Gravina. I ritratti delle cose di Francia & di
Alemagna.
This particular publication is called the Edizione Testina, named
after the author’s woodcut portrait on all the half-titles. Five variant
editions are known, all showing 1550 as the (fictitious) year of
printing on the title page, but which in reality are seventeenthcentury forgeries. The Testina edition constitutes an interesting
bibliographic case because of the particular difficulties of
identification for the presence of variants, omissions and
rearrangements. Machiavelli’s masterpiece, Il Principe, is the work
with which he “founded the science of modern politics” by
analyzing Cesare Borgia’s much-admired “mixture of audacity and
prudence, cruelty and fraud, self-reliance and distrust of others”
(PMM). Machiavelli firmly believes in the separation between
politics and ethics, as each have different objects and goals. The term
“Machiavellian” has come to mean a ruthlessness and immorality
behavior in politics. He stated that total freedom from the religious
power was the principle of a healthy State. The work was written in
1513 but was not published in Rome until 1532, five years after

Machiavelli’s death. Il Principe exerted an enormous influence across
disciplines and nations. The work soon became a practical examination
of how “power” functioned. It was first placed on the Index of
Prohibited Books, in the banned absolutely category, in 1559. The list
of rulers who read and used the work is very long: “Henry III and
Henry IV of France were carrying copies when they were murdered;
Louis XIV used the book as ‘his favorite nightcap’; an annotated copy
was found in Napoleon Bonaparte’s coach at Waterloo.”

Machiavelli (1469–1527) is known as the father of modern political
theory. Born in Florence, he was a diplomat for 14 years in Italy’s
Florentine Republic during the Medici family’s exile when the city was
run by Girolamo Savonarola, a Dominican friar. No official records of
Machiavelli’s life appear until 1498, immediately after the fall of
Savonarola’s government, when he would have been 29. The
Florentine Republic had been reinstated, and Machiavelli was
appointed as secretary of the Second Chancery, a position in which he
coordinated relations with Florence’s territorial possessions. As the
“Florentine secretary,” he had opportunities to meet and observe many
of the major political figures of the period. When the Medici family
returned to power in 1512, Machiavelli was dismissed and briefly jailed.
II. First edition of a little known political work. Written in the form
of a dialogue in twenty-five inquiries (Consultationes), in which Vanitas
(Vanity) and Veritas (Truth) discuss issues concerning policy-making in
the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. A commentary on techniques
of making correct political decisions, the author examines the notion of
prudence or practical reason (prudentia) stemming from Cicero’s work.
Although this works contains both similarities and contrasts with
Machiavelli’s thinking, it is very controversial due to its discrepancies at
the point where Lubomirski describes the duties and characteristics of a
ruler. It swings from being a pessimistic view of the political situation in
the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth to a commentary on techniques
of making correct political decisions. Lubomirski (1642-1702) was a
Polish politician that fought in wars against Sweden and Hungary. He
was a prolific writer of poetry, plays, religious and historical treatises.

III: Scarce edition of a penetrating operetta in which the author deals
with the legal and economic problems related to the birth of the
modern city and state. Botero (1544–1617), an eminent economist
and political theorist, joined the Jesuit Order in 1560 but left due to
disagreements with his superiors. He became secretary to Cardinal
Charles Borromeo, but in 1559 moved to Turin as tutor to the
children of Charles Emmanuel of Savoy. A passionate reader of
Machiavelli, he exposed his political views in his most famous work,
Della Ragion di Stato (1598), the first to express the concept of the
Reason of the State, in which Botero argues, against Machiavelli, that
a prince’s power must be based on some form of consent of his
subjects, and princes must make every effort to win the people’s
affection and admiration.
Printing & the Mind of Man, 63
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EYEGLASSES - - A FLORENTINE
INVENTION?
68. MANNI, Domenico Maria . Degli occhiali da naso
inventati da Salvino Armati gentiluomo fiorentino, trattato istorico.
Florence: Stamperia d’Anton-Maria Albizzini, 1738.

4to. viii, [ii], ix-xxiv, 84 pp., including half-title bound in
between pages viii and ix. Title in red and black with a charming
engraved title vignette, woodcut initials, head- and tail-pieces.
Contemporary vellum-backed marbled board; an excellent copy
with very wide margins.
$ 1500.00
First edition of one of the first books on the history of spectacles. This
is likely the second issue, as the half-title has a date of 1741 and pages
xxi-xiv are added which contain the “aggiunta” referred to on the halftitle (including both errata and some explanations thereof). Manni
(1690-1788) was a great Florentine historian and scholar. The son of a
printer and bookseller, he wrote and edited many scholarly texts and
published works of antiquarian and literary scholarship. With great pride
in the history and historical culture of Florence, he here discusses the
invention of eyeglasses by Salvino degli Armati (d. 1371), a discovery
on par with the improvement of the telescope by Galileo, the works of
Michelangelo, and other achievements by notable Florentines. He goes
on to describe the various types of lenses (concave, plano, and convex)
and their use in magnifying objects. Manni had earlier published a work
on notable Florentines in which he discussed the thermometer of
Viviani as well as advances in the fields of navigation, horology,
microscopy and mathematics.
The basis of Manni’s claim giving credit to his fellow Florentine Armati
turns out, unfortunately for him, to be completely false. Armati’s name
first arose with the publication of a book in 1684 by Ferdinando
Leopoldo de Migliore (1628-1696), who claimed to have a burial

register which recorded Armati’s epitaph: “Here lies Salvino, son of
Armato degli Armati of Florence, inventor of eyeglasses.” It turned
out that Armati, who actually died in 1340, was but a humble
artisan, and that the term “inventor” did not exist in Florentine
vernacular during the fourteenth century. Manni’s book certainly
helped to perpetuate the claim, however; until recently Armati’s
portrait and a plaque honoring him as inventory of the spectacles
were publicly displayed in Florence.

VALUABLE MATHEMATICS
SAMMELBAND
69. [MATHEMATICS]. Six papers bound together in
contemporary half-calf and marbled boards. The condition is
excellent. The name G. Thieme is hand-written on the first blank
(most likely the noted publisher of scientific journals). $ 10,500.00
1. DEDEKIND, Richard
Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen. Braunschweig: Vieweg and
Son, 1888. First edition, rare, of Dedekind’s important work on set

4. NEUMANN, Carl
Ueber den Satz der virtuellen verrückungen; Ueber das princip der
virtuellen oder facultativen verrückungen. [Leipzig: von Breitkopf
und Härtel, 1869]. First printings of two separate works on virtual
displacements. Neumann created the second-type boundary, which,
when imposed on an ordinary or partial differential equation, if
specifies the value that the derivative of a solution is to take on the
boundary of the domain. Neumann (1832-1925), professor of
mathematics at both the Universities of Tübingen and Leipzig, was
editor of Mathematische Annalen.

theory. He here “presents a theory of the integers using set-theoretic
concepts and outlines a possible approach to placing the rationals on a
logistically well-founded axiomatic basis.” Dedekind (1831-1916), a
German mathematician, friend and colleague of Georg Cantor, claimed
all of mathematics to be a branch of logic.

5. LERCH, M[atyáš]
Contributions à la théorie des fonctions; Addition au mémorie présenté
dans la séance du 15 Octobre [Prag, 1886]. Two separate papers.
With a 4 page letter containing mathematical symbols
handwritten by Lerch to Karl Weierstrass (1815-1897) tipped
in. First printings of Lerch’s contributions to general mathematical

2. FISCHER, Otto
Konforme abbildung sphärischer dreiecke auf einander mittelst algebraischer
funktionen. Leipzig: von Metzger & Wittig, 1885. Complete with
half-title and 2 large folding plates. First edition of the author’s

functions. Lerch (1860-1922) published more than 110 scientific
papers, most concerned with mathematical analysis, including theories
of infinite series, of the gamma function, of elliptic functions, and the
integral calculus. Weierstrass is generally referred to as the father of
modern analysis.

thesis on conforming images of spherical triangles by means of algebraic
functions. Fischer (1861-1916) was a German physiologist and
mathematician.

3. PHRAGMÉN, [Lars] E[dvard]
Über die Berechnung der einzelnen Glieder der Riemann’schen
primzahlformel.
Stockholm: Kongliga vetenskaps-Akademiens
Förhandlingar, 1891. First edition of this famous work on the
calculation of the individual members of the Riemann prime number
formula. Phragmén (1863-1937), an editor at the Acta Mathematica, is
best known for the Phragmén-Lindelöf principle, an extension of the
maximum modulus principle of complex analysis to unbounded
domains.

6. MÉRAY, [Hugues Ch[arles Robert]
Théorie des radicaux fondée exclusivement sur les propriétés générales
des séries entières. Dijon: Darantiere, [1885]. With annotations
throughout probably by the author for another edition. First
edition of Méray’s famous work, Radical theory based exclusively on the
general properties of power series. Méray (1835-1911) is remembered for
having anticipated Cantor’s theory of irrational numbers, one of the
main steps in the arithmetization of analysis.
No copies of Phragmén, Lerch or Méray are located by OCLC

FAMOUS WOODCUTS
70. MATTIOLI, Petri Andreae. Commentarii denuo aucti in
libros sex Pedacii Dioscoridis Anazarbei de Medica Materia. Adiectis
quamplurimis plantarum, & animalium imaginibus, quae in prioribus
editionibus non habentur, eodem authore. (bound with): Apologia
adversus Amathum Lusitanum cum censura in eiusdem enarrationes.
Lyon: Gabriel Cotier, 1562.
4to. [cx], 837; 69, [1] pp. Complete with all blanks present.
Woodcut printer’s device on title and colophon. With 640
text woodcuts, some in contemporary hand-color.
Contemporary calf; old repairs on endleaves, some browning
due to the paper stock, but overall a superb copy with sharp
impression to the plates and with contemporary annotations.
$ 9500.00
First published in Italian in Venice, 1544, this is the first Latin
edition printed in France, rare with only seven copies located.
Mattioli’s celebrated commentaries on Dioscorides is one of the
great sixteenth-century herbals. It was the most widely disseminated
botanical book of its time, with some forty editions known.
Mattioli (1500-1577), physician and botanist, made his fortune as a
practicing physician and then retired to write and do theoretical
research. He continually revised and expanded the text of this, his
best known work, in subsequent editions. He became increasingly
obsessed with being the ultimate authority on the works of
Dioscorides and increasingly intolerant of anyone who disagreed
with his interpretations.

DISCOVERING THE ACTUAL LENGTH
OF A METER--A UNIQUE COPY
71. MICHELSON, Albert A.
“Détermination expérimentale de la valeur du mètre en longueurs
d’ondes lumineuses.” Offprint from Travaux et mémoires du Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures, Vol XI. Paris: Gauthier-Villars et
Fils, 1894.
4to. 237, [2] pp. With 2 full-page engravings and numerous
charts in the text. Half morocco and marbled boards, rebacked
with the original backstrip laid down, gilt decorations on the
spine; interior clean, all edges gilt. A unique copy inscribed to
astronomer Benjamin Apthorp Gould from each member of the
Comité Internationale du Poids et Measures, with a photograph
of them tipped in.
$ 1500.00
First separate edition of this scarce work by renowned scientist
Albert Michelson, the first American Nobel Prize winner for physics.
The work describes the length of the international meter bar, which
Michelson originally measured in terms of wave-lengths of cadmium
light. Two years earlier, Michelson found that the red spectral line of
natural cadmium was exceptionally coherent. He then developed an
interferometer to determine the length of the International Prototype
Meter. His measurements gave the meter a value of 1,553,164.13 times
the wavelength of cadmium red in air, at 760 mm of atmospheric
pressure at 15°C.
This copy is inscribed to the noted American astronomer Benjamin
Apthorp Gould (1824-1896), who founded the Argentine National
Observatory. It is signed by all members of the International
Committee for Weights and Measures for Gould’s 70th birthday, with
an original photograph of the Committee tipped in. The Committee

was formed on May 20, 1875 when the Treaty of the Meter was
signed by 17 countries. Gould received the Gold Medal of the Royal
Astronomical Society in 1883 for his publication Uranometria
Argentina (1879). The publication assigned Gould designations to all
bright stars within 100 degrees of the south celestial pole in a manner
similar to what Flamsteed had earlier done for the northern
hemisphere.
Born in Prussia to a Jewish family, Michelson moved to America at
the age of two. He joined the U.S. Naval Academy in 1869, with a
focus in optics, heat, and climatology. In 1907, Michelson was
recognized for his work on measuring the speed of light, and for the
Michelson-Morley experiment, which attempted to determine the
velocity of matter, the results of which were used by Einstein to
develop his theory of special relativity. As well as winning the Noble
Michelson was also
awarded the Copley
Medal, the Henry
Draper Medal, and
the Gold Medal of
the
Royal
Astronomical
Society.
It
is
interesting to note
that a crater in the
moon is named after
him.

A BIBLE OF BEAUTY FOR WOMEN IN
EARLY EDO JAPAN
72. MIZUSHIMA, Bokuya (scribe & artist). Kesyo
mayuzukuri kuden (Makeup instructions as handed down). [Kyoto, ca.
1690].
Calligraphic scroll (20 x 650 cm) in Japanese. With 33 brilliant
illustrations, ten in color. Title inscription at beginning and
signature of scribe at end. Enclosed in a handsome paulownia
wood box certified with seal and signature inside top cover by
Sigemi Komatsu, an expert in “old writing.” In excellent
condition, with only two small marginal repairs and light
discoloration at the beginning of the scroll.
$ 18,000.00
Extraordinary calligraphic scroll, illustrating techniques for a women to
achieve beauty in the early Genruko period (1688-1704), the golden
age of the Edo period (1603-1867). The desire to be beautiful is the
theme of this elegant illustrated manuscript. Women were expected to
be made up from early morning until late at night, even while they
were in the bath. Depicted here are the secrets for makeup and hair
styles (handed down through generations) with explanatory text and
outstanding beauty.
Some of the images show the contours of faces applying their makeup.
During the Edo period there were basically only three colors for makeup: white for face powders, black for eyebrows and teeth and beni for
lips. When women married they were supposed to pluck or fully shave
off their eyebrows (“hikimayu”) to hide their natural expression, and
replace them with painted eyebrows. They also colored their teeth
black, which was an important color in the expression of beauty and
splendor. These customs reflected the belief that modesty of expression
was a virtue and part of a woman’s proper demeanor.

Other images illustrate elaborate hairstyles. The kind of hairstyle a
woman wore often indicated her class and marriage status. Two
illustrations depict fully-ribboned decorative heads which refer to
the ritualistic role of Katsura-Ra-Me, a Kyoto priestess with a white
head-dress, who attended brides at aristocratic weddings.
Illustrations also include hair pieces, a variety of thirteen makeup
accessories, and an delightful figure of a lady dancer dressed in a
colorful kimono decorated with braided bands, holding a fan; each
part of her dress is described.
Bokuyu Mizushima (1607-1697) was active in the Imperial city of
Kyoto and the example of his calligraphy here was based on the
noteworthy tradition of Nobutado Kanoe. We have located a later
copy (1810) at Waseda University library with fewer illustrations.
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ALL ABOUT THE LIVER
73. MORGAGNI, Giovanni Battista. Epistolae
anatomicae duae, novas observatione, & animadversationes
complectens, quibus anatome augetur, anatomicorum
inventorium historia evolvitur, utaque ab erroribus
vindicatur. Leiden: J. à Kerkhem, 1728.
4to. [xx], 308 pp. Engraved title vignette.
Contemporary vellum; an excellent uncut copy.
$ 1200.00
First edition containing two anatomical essays detailing
the anatomy and physiological functions of the liver. The
author includes his newest contributions to the mechanical
interpretation of the structure of the organism as well as
some of the historical aspects on the subject.
Morgagni (1682-1771), who for many years held first chair
of anatomy at Padua, is considered the founder of
pathological anatomy.

STILLMAN DRAKE’S COPY OF THE
FIRST EDITION
74. [NEWTON, Isaac]. Opticks: or, a treatise of the reflexions,
refractions, inflexions and colours of light. Also two treatises of the
species and magnitude of curvilinear figures. London: Sam. Smith
and Benj. Walford, 1704.
Two parts in one. 4to. [iv], 144; 211, [1] pp., including errata.
Title printed in red and black. With 19 folding engraved plates;
the first 2 are in facsimile. Later cloth with gilt decorations on
covers. Preserved in a folding clamshell box. From the library of
Stillman Drake, with his bookplate (loose), on which he
presented this copy to his “valuable friend and invaluable
colleague, Jed Buchwald.”
$ 40,000.00
First issue of the first edition, issued anonymously with only the
initials “I.N.” at the end of the advertisements. Regarded as one of the
great classics of optics, this work expounds Newton’s corpuscular or
emission theory of light, and is the first work to contain his optical
discoveries in a collected form. His set of sixteen “queries” on the
nature of matter was considered to be the most important feature of
the Opticks and had a profound influence on scientific thought.
This work is also distinguished for containing Newton’s first printing
of the two treatises on curvilinear figures, including his invention of
“fluxional” calculus. His assertion of priority over Leibniz started a
controversy which agitated mathematicians for nearly two hundred
years. A later issue printed the same year contains the author’s name
on the title, but lacks the two treatises and has only twelve plates.
Babson, 132; Gray, 174; Wallis, 174; Dibner, Heralds of Science, 148;
Horblit, 79b; Printing & the Mind of Man, 172

THE MOST WIDELY READ EDITION
OF NEWTON’S PRINCIPIA
75. NEWTON, Sir Isaac. Philosophiae naturalis principia
mathematica . . . editio ultima auctior et emendator. Amsterdam:
Sumptibus Societatis, 1714.
4to. [xxviii], 484, [8] pp. With folding engraved plate of
cometary orbit facing p. 465, numerous woodcut diagrams
in the text. Title printed in red and black with an engraved
device. Contemporary vellum over boards.
$ 18,500.00
First Amsterdam (Continental) edition of Newton’s epochmaking work, taken from the second printed edition (1713). It is
in this edition of the Principia that Newton’s famous additions to
the theory of the motion of the moon and the planets appear, as
well as many other important additions and corrections.
This rare printing includes Newton’s prefaces of May 8, 1686
and Mar. 28, 1713, as well as the preface of the editor, Roger
Cotes. This entire edition was reset in Amsterdam and the text
corrected according to the Corrigenda. The woodcuts and plates
were also re-engraved. (Gray, p. 10).

INVENTION OF THE
CALCULUS
76. NEWTON, Sir Isaac. The method of fluxions and
infinite series; with its application to the geometry of curvelines . . . To which is subjoin’d, a perpetual comment upon
the whole work, consisting of annotations, illustrations, and
supplements, in order to make this treatise a compleat
institution for the use of learners. London: Printed by
Henry Woodfall; and sold by John Nourse, 1736.
4to. iv, ix-xxiv, 339, [3] pp. With engraved
frontispiece, interpolated leaf [143-144], and leaf
containing errata on the recto, publisher’s
advertisements on the verso. Paneled sprinkled calf in a
contemporary style; a large paper copy with very wide
margins, a few contemporary annotations. $ 65,000.00
First edition of Newton’s treatise on the calculus, a work
of great importance and rarity. Ready for publication in
1671, Newton circulated the manuscript among his friends
who urged him to establish priority by publishing his own
work. He steadfastly refused and prior to his death entrusted
it to Henry Pemberton who never had it published. It was
not until 1736 that Method of fluxions was finally published
in the present English translation by John Colson, who
added a lengthy commentary. The original Latin edition did
not appear until 1779 in the Opera omnia.

THE SOLVAY CONFERENCES
77. LANGEVIN and D. Broglie (Editors). La Theorie du
Rayonnement det les Quanta. Rapports et Discussion de la Reunion
tenu a Bruxelles, du 30 Octobre au 3 Novembre 1911 sous les auspices
de M. E. Solvay. Paris: Gauthiers-Villars, 1912.
8vo. [vi], 461, [1] pp. Numerous text illustrations. Recent cloth.
From the library of Martin J. Klein, professor of the history of
science at Yale, and the first recipient of the Abraham Pais Prize
for the History of Physics.
First edition. The publication that resulted from the first Solway
Conference of 1911 contains papers presented by Einstein (“L’état
actuel du problème des chaleurs spécifiques; Weil, 52), Sommerfeld,
Langevin, Nernst, Marie Curie, Perrin, Planck, Rubens, Warburg,
Jeans and Lorentz (“Sur l’application au rayonnement du théorème de
l’équipartition de l’énergie”), among others. This first conference on
radiation and quanta examined applications from classical physics as well
as quantum theory, and introduces a number of new concepts
surrounding both theoretical and experimental work then being tested.
The Solvay Institute for Physics and Chemistry was founded by the
Belgian industrialist Ernest Solvay in 1912, following the invitationonly 1911 conference which was attended by the world’s top scientists.

(offered with)

Electrons and Photons. Repports et Discussion du Cinquieme Conseil de
Physique tenu a Bruxelles . . . de l’Institu International de Physique
Solvay. Paris: Gauthiers-Villars, 1928.
8vo. [ii], viii, 289 pp., plus 4 pages of publisher’s advertisements.
Text illustrations. Recent cloth, new endpapers.

First edition. The fifth Solvay conference was perhaps the most
famous, as it included luminaries such as Nobelists Einstein, Bohr,
Bragg, Compton, Bohr, Dirac, Schrodinger, Curie, De Broglie and
Heisenberg. Papers here include Bragg’s “L'intensité de réflexions
des rayons X”; Compton’s “Discordances entre l'experience et la
theorie électro-magnétique du rayonnement”; De Broglie, “La
nouvelle dynamique des quanta”; Born & Heisenberg, “La
mécanique des quanta”; Schrödinger, “La mécanique des ondes”;
and Bohr, “Le postulat des quanta et le nouveau développement de
l’atomistique”.
This was also the beginning of the Bohr-Einstein debates, a series of
public disputes about quantum mechanics. Bohr proposed that wave
equations described where entities like electrons could be; however
the entities didn’t actually exist as particles until someone went
looking for them. The act of observation caused existence. In
Bohr’s own words, the entities in question had no “independent
reality in the ordinary physical sense.” Einstein of course was a bit
more empirical. An electron was an electron, and just because
someone wasn't looking at it, it was still there — wherever “there”
happened to be (see Boyd, The Bohr-Einstein Debates,
http://www.uh.edu/engines/epi2627.htm).

Two works offered together.

$ 5500.00

SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR THE RACIST
DENIAL OF GENESIS
A PRESENTATION COPY
78. NOTT, Josiah C[lark]. Two lectures on the connection between
the biblical and physical history of man. Delivered by invitation from the
Chair of political economy, etc., of the Louisiana university, in December
1848. New York: Bartlett and Welford, 1849.
8vo. 146 pp. Complete with the large folding map (lightlycolored) lacking in many copies. Original blind-stamped
publisher’s cloth. Presentation copy inscribed by the author to
Colonel Thomas Andrew McParlin (1825-1897) dated “Aug. 11
1853 (?).” McParlin was a surgeon who shared Nott’s experience
battling cholera and yellow fever.
$ 950.00
First and only edition. Two shockingly bigoted and degenerative
lectures by one of America’s most notorious proponents of racist
ideology at the time. Nott claims his “main object . . . is to cut loose
the natural history of mankind from the Bible” by denying “the unity
of the human species” and the descent of all non-white peoples from
Adam and Eve. His lectures provide a window into the mindset of the
nineteenth-century Southern polygenist, who suggests that slavery is
“consistent with the laws of God” and that emancipation would lead
mass extinction. The second lecture begins with a critique of the
Hebrews and continues to discredit the Book of Genesis’ authority in
favor of the New Testament. Nott was convinced that he could prove
the theory of polygenism, the concept that humanity originates from
different lineages. He argues that the races of mankind did not originate
from a single pair (Adam and Eve), and that God had created each race
both separately and in different distinct geographical locations. His ideas
were formalized in his 1854 work Types of mankind co-authored with
George Gliddon.

Nott (1804-1873) received his medical degree from the University
of Pennsylvania in 1827, and then moved to Mobile, Alabama. He
published on various medical topics including yellow fever and the
possibility of its origin in insects (to which he lost four children in
the 1853 epidemic), surgery, hypnotism, anatomy, physiology, and
ethnology. His enthusiasm for the latter subject brought him great
notoriety. Despite a career as a successful surgeon and doctor,
including time spent assisting with the establishment of the
Medical College of Mobile, “an infirmary for the treatment of free
Negros and slaves,” and “twenty-five years of unceasing
professional intercourse with these races,” he used medicine and
anthropology to disguise and propel his racist beliefs.

THE RARE FIRST ISSUE WITH AN
OUTSTANDING PROVENANCE
79. OSLER, Sir William. The principles and practice of medicine.
Designed for the use of practitioners and students of medicine. New
York: D. Appleton and Co., 1892.
8vo. xvi, [ii], 1079, [7] pp., including advertisements, plus the 8page publisher’s catalogue in its first printing dated November,
1891. Original half morocco over pebbled cloth, expertly
rebacked, interior excellent, with a few annotations. From the
library of John A. Blackwell (1834-1914), Civil War surgeon,
noted writer and diarist (see the collection of his papers at the
State Historical Society of Missouri), with his bookplate, and a
presentation inscription from C[harles] H[amilton] Hughes to
Blackwell dated March 13, 1896 on the fly-leaf.
$ 6000.00
First edition, first issue, with all points called for. Osler’s textbook
was considered the best English work on medicine of its time, and
became a standard text for students and practitioners in every country
and language in the world. It provided a systematized text on internal
medicine as well as relevant information from great advances in the
laboratory sciences, particularly bacteriology. The chapters describe
specific diseases by systems, a pattern since followed by most
textbooks. The first issue is distinguished from the second by the
misspelling of Plato’s Gorgias as “Georgias” on the verso of the third
leaf.
Hughes (1839-1916) was the founder and editor of the Alienist and
Neurologist, a journal published from 1880 until his death in 1916.
Hughes was the editor of all 37 volumes. He was one of the youngest
surgeons to receive a commission in the Federal army during the
American Civil War. After the war, he was the superintendent of a
lunatic asylum in Missouri. He published and spoke of his research
which contributed greatly to the field of psychiatry. He was also the

President of Barnes Medical College and an advocate for the creation
of a public health department and the appointment of a medical
representative in the president’s cabinet. The annotations in this
copy, in Hughes’ hand, are located in the section on hysteria.
Garrison & Morton, 2231

THE FIRST MONOGRAPH ON
EXPERIMENTAL TERATOLOGY
80. PANUM, Peter Ludwig. Untersuchungen über die
Entstehung der Missbildungen zunächst in den Eiern der Vögel.
Berlin: Reimer, 1860.
8vo. xii, 260 pp. With 12 full-page plates, each with numerous
figures (many in color). Cloth-backed boards; an excellent
copy, mostly unopened.
$ 950.00
First edition of the first book on experimental teratology, based
largely on work involving chickens (beginning at the level of the
embryo). Panum was influenced by “the French school of
vivisectionist physiology” and “founded and directed the first
institute of experimental medicine at the University of
Copenhagen” (Gjedde, Peter Ludwig Panum, pp. 224-225). Panum’s
embryological studies and teratology research reflected an intense
contemporary interest in the subject of malformations.
“Malformations were intensively studied in man [during this period],
and experiments in lower animals began to supplement morphologic
investigations” (Warkany, Congenital malformations, p. 18).
Garrison & Morton, 534.62

PAULI’S MANUSCRIPT REPLY TO
EINSTEIN’S INQUIRY
81. PAULI, Wolfgang. Manuscript. Three pages on two 8 ½
x 11 in. leaves. In German. Princeton, NJ: No later than 1945.
$ 65,000.00
The calculations in the first two pages relate to a generalization of the
general theory of relativity that Einstein was working on in
connection with his unified field theory. In a paper of June 19, 1945,
Einstein had proposed a generalization of the mathematical
foundations of general relativity. He proposed to generalize the theory
such that distances in space would be invariant (unchanging) not only
under changes of the frame of reference (as in the original theory) but
also invariant under so-called Hermitian transformations. In a followup paper of January 24, 1946 (co-written with E.G. Straus), the
authors note that Pauli had shown them that the limitation to
Hermitian transformations is not necessary for the theory.
Indeed, in the first two pages of the document Pauli shows that a
restriction to Hermitian transformations is problematic, and he
suggests an even more general transformation group, and thereby
provides a generalization of the alleged structure of space and time that
goes further than that proposed by Einstein in his 1945 papers.

The pages were very likely written for Einstein. They are not formally
addressed to him, most likely because Einstein and Pauli were both at
the same Institute at the time and Pauli could just put his notes in
Einstein’s departmental pigeonhole himself. Still, the calculations
finish on a personal note: “Best regards, on Monday morning I’ll
come to the Institute, Yours, W. Pauli”; likely an invitation for
further discussion between two of the greatest minds of the twentieth
century. Einstein was at the Institute for Advanced Studies at
Princeton from 1933 to his death in 1955. Pauli was a visiting
professor in 1935 and then again from 1940 to 1946. When Pauli

received the Nobel Prize in 1945, Einstein gave a speech in which
he called Pauli his intellectual heir. Indeed, there are many signs that
Einstein and Pauli had regular contact and conversations on physics
during their joint time at Princeton, and the first two pages of the
manuscript are likely an important testament to their collaboration.
The third page is also in Pauli’s hand, but it is not directly related to
the preceding pages, even though it, too, contains differential
geometric calculations, related to curvature of spacetime and which
paths through spacetime are the straightest ones.

Pauli (1900-1958) was certainly one of the foremost theoretical
physicists of modern times. He was one of the co-creators of
quantum mechanics, he formulated the Pauli exclusion principle
(which allows for a quantum mechanical explanation of the periodic
table of chemistry), gave the first theoretical account of electron spin,
and successfully predicted the elementary particle we today call the
neutrino. Pauli formulated the CPT Theorem, which links the
symmetries of space and time to the properties of elementary
particles. For decades, he was the nexus of international
correspondence on theoretical physics, maybe the last theoretician
who overlooked the entire field, and was aptly called “the
conscience of physics” by most of his contemporaries due to his
relentless criticism of everyone’s work, no matter their stature. By
the age of 21 Pauli had authored a comprehensive textbook on the
general theory of relativity that was immediately praised by Einstein
as an astounding piece of work. It remained one of the most
important textbooks on the topic for at least four decades.
Thanks to Dr. Dennis Lehmkuhl of the Einstein Papers Project at
Cal Tech for his help in translation and explanation.

No. 81, PAULI

THE FIRST PUBLICATIONS OF THE
PAZIFISCHE PRESSE
ALL SIGNED, SUBSCRIBER’S EDITIONS
82. PAZIFISCHE PRESSE.
Seven volumes. Each bound in the original publisher’s clothbacked boards, author and title in gilt on spine; uncut. Set
number 21 of the 150 Subscriber’s editions printed and signed by
the author on the colophon. Each volume is a superb copy, like
new.
$ 12,000.00
Original editions of the first seven books published by the Pazifische
Presse. The Pazifische Presse was the sole representative on the west
coast of the United States of those publishers who left Germany and
Austria following the rise to power of National Socialists in 1933. Many
European refugees came to America, and though most settled in New
York, a large number did go to Los Angeles, which became an
important center of German-speaking immigration. Artists, authors and
intellectuals such as Thomas Mann, Theodore W. Adorno, Bertolt
Brecht, Fritz Lang and Arnold Schoenberg were but a few who
represented the community of Germans exiled from their native land
and who produced major works to address the world crisis.
The Pazifische Presse was founded by Ernst Gottlieb and Felix
Guggenheim, both of whom had emigrated to the west coast in around
1939. The publisher “afforded its participants an arena for presenting
the best of Weimar culture, not only for the émigré community, but for
their American friends and colleagues” (Jaeger, p. 9). They announced
the initial publication of seven volumes by distinguished authors who
themselves had immigrated to the United States. These included
Thomas Mann, the Nobel Laureate for literature in 1929, Franz Werfel,
Bruno Frank, Leonhard Frank, Alfred Neumann, Fredrich Toberg,
Alfred Döblin and Lion Feuchtwanger.

Many of these renowned writers continued to publish during their
exile; some even went on to screen writing positions in Hollywood.
Most of the authors were selected based upon a personal
relationship between them and the publishers. Gottlieb and
Guggenheim worked with Saul and Lillian Marks of the renowned
Plantin Press of Los Angeles to print their material. Founded in
1931 and named after Christopher Plantin, the famous sixteenth
century printer from Antwerp, the Marks built a strong reputation
as printers of artistic and beautiful works. Each of the first seven
volumes (of a total of eleven books ultimately released) were

printedat the Plantin Press in a run of 250 copies; the first 150 copies
were the “Subscriber editions,” signed by the author and bound in
half-leather. The remaining 100 copies were a more simply bound
unsigned trade edition.
1. MANN, Thomas. Thamar (1942). The novella Thamar is a partial
pre-printing of the fifth section of Joseph, der Ernährer (Joseph the
Provider), later published in December, 1943 in Stockholm. This
excerpt depicts the story of the young woman Thamar and her
education by Jacob. Thomas Mann (1875-1955) was probably
Germany’s most influential author of the twentieth century, receiving
the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1929.
2. WERFEL, Franz. Die wahre Geschichte vom wiederhergestellten Kreuz
(1942). First and only edition in German; an English version was
published the following year. “The story is about the difficulties
confronting the Christian and Jewish faiths in Austria after 1938, and
about a rabbi who courageously reconstructs a Christian crucifix that
had been desecrated by a Nazi swastika.” Franz Werfel (1890-1945)
emigrated from Vienna in 1938, and moved to Los Angeles at the end
of 1940, living in the Hollywood Hills where he completed his
acclaimed novel Das Lied der Bernadette (The song of Bernadette, 1941).
3. FRANK, Bruno. Sechzehntausend Francs (1943). The story of a
young German who misappropriates the money of a fallen World War
I French soldier and suffers the resulting guilt, and his path leading to
the rise of National Socialism. Bruno Frank (1887-1945) was a
novelist, lyricist and dramatist. He came to Los Angeles in 1938,
where he worked as a scriptwriter in Hollywood.
4. FRANK, Leonhard. Mathilde (1943). The story of a young
woman’s formative journey through reality and fantasy. Leonhard
Frank (1882-1961) moved to Los Angeles to accept a contract at
Warner Brothers, later penning an autobiographical novel Links wo das
Herz ist (Heart on the left, 1952).

5. NEUMANN, Alfred. Giterwerk des Lebens (1943). The first part
deals with the childhood of American idealist William Walker; the
second part takes place in Southern California. The dramatist and
historical novelist Alfred Neumann (1895-1952) wrote two works
while living in Los Angeles, as well as working for the film industry
as a screenwriter.
6. TORBERG, Friedrich. Mein is die Rache (1943). First printing
of this novella dealing with the sadistic cruelties in a concentration
camp and with Jewish self-identity. Friedrich Torberg (pseudonym
of Friedrich Kantor-Berg, 1908-1979) wrote the screenplay for
Voice in the Wind (Warner Brothers, 1943).
7. DÖBLIN, Alfred. Nocturno (1944). A partial pre-printing from
the novel trilogy November 1918, published in three volumes
between 1948 and 1950 in Munich. This book deals with the
political events in Germany during the November, 1918 revolution.
The physician Alfred Döblin (1878-1957) was best-known for his
novel Berlin Alexanderplatz (1929).

EARLY SECRETS OF EMBALMING
83. PENICHER, Louis. Traité des embaumémens selon les anciens
et les modernes. Avec une description de quelques compositions
balsamiques & odorantes. Paris: Barthelemy Girin, 1699.
12mo. [xxiv], 314, [3] pp. Contemporary calf, spine gilt, worn
at very bottom; interior very good though the paper is a bit
toned due to paper stock.
$ 850.00
First edition, rare, of this interesting and early work on embalming,
which includes in-depth views of the various methods used and
prescriptions for favorite fluids. Penicher discusses the reasons for
embalming, as well as the methods used by the ancients, and adds
those of modern practitioners including numerous prescriptions for
the composition of embalming fluids, and many balsams and aromatic
concoctions for medical and cosmetic use. Of particular interest is the
additional section on perfumes. The descriptions of balsamic and
“odorous compositions” are of significance, as many are still used
today. “A rare work on a peculiar subject and containing much of
chemical interest” (Duveen).
Penicher, antiquarian and pharmacist at Paris, for years held the
position of syndic of the community of pharmacists. During this time
he published privately a pharmacopeia (Collecteana pharmaceutica, 1695)
that is regarded as more complete and better arranged than any
published prior thereto. With his Dissertation sur le livre de medecine
(1704) he attempted to remedy the confusion arising from the fact that
the physicians’ and pharmacists’ pound of weight was only twelve
ounces (four less than the merchants’ pound).

THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND
LAUGHTER
84. [POINSINET DE SIVRY, Louis]. Traité des causes
physiques et morales du rire relativement a l’art de l’exciter.
Amsterdam: Marc-Michel Rey, 1768.
8vo. [ii], 134, [1] pp., including errata. Contemporary calfbacked marbled boards with bookmark ribbon.
$ 400.00
First edition of a treatise on laughter published anonymously in
1768, and translated into English the following year. As laughter has
always represented a mystery in the history of Western thought,
Poinsinet de Sivry tries to find an answer to the following simple
question: what makes man laugh? He starts by examining the works
of the ancient Greek philosophers Socrates and Aristotle. Socrates
pursues a definition of man as “ridiculous” without delving into the
causes of laughter and Aristotle simply outlines what is ridiculous.
The author proceeds to dissect other literary sources on the subject
with a more specific focus. Using the comedies of Moliere as an
example, he discusses the two principles of laughter, rational joy and
craziness. Rational joy is based on the faculty that separates man
from other animals; in fact animals feel joy but do not laugh. The
principle of madness is based on the contrary argument that laughter
escapes precisely when reason moves away and there is an eclipse of
judgment. An important point is whether the reading of Molierre’s
comedies produce a feeling of admiration and how that might
related to laughter. The author concludes his work using the comic
playwright Aristophane’s Plutus to analyze situations in which the
causes of laughter are brought about by surprise.
Poinsinet de Sivry (1733-1804), a versatile French linguist and
literary scholar, philologist and dramatist, was a member of the
Société Royale des Sciences & Belles-Lettres de Lorraine.

“THE GODFATHER OF MODERN
NEUROSCIENCE”
85. RAMON y CAJAL, Santiago. Revista trimestral
micrográfica. Madrid: Nicolás Moya, 1896-1900.

Five volumes in three. 8vo. [iv], 203, [1]; [iv], 192; [iv], 204;
[iv], 200; [iv], 198 pp. With 4 plates and 276 text illustrations,
many in color. Modern half cloth over marbled boards; an
excellent set with the signature of T. Ziehen on the first blank
leaf.
$ 18,500.00
First edition. This most valuable journal was created by Ramon y
Cajal in order to publish his own scientific research and to serve to
encourage his pupils. It is extremely rare with only sixty copies
printed. As initially conceived by Cajal, the Revista trimestral
micrográfica was published for five years as a quarterly review of
normal and pathological histology before being taken over by the
University of Madrid, who changed the name to Trabajos del
Laboratorio de Investigactiones. Many of Cajal’s important papers were
published in his journal and formed the critical mass necessary for
him to become a vocal proponent in favor of the independence of
neural units, along with the principle of dynamic polarization in
which would eventually become the Neuron Doctrine.
Ramon y Cajal (1852-1934) was the founder of modern neurology.
His neuron theory is one of the principal scientific conquests of the
twentieth century. It has withstood, with scarcely any modifications,
the passage of more than a hundred years, being reaffirmed by new
technologies, such as the electron microscopy. He was awarded the
1906 Nobel Prize in medicine along with Camillo Golgi for their
research into the central nervous system.

MAIL ORDER RELIGION
86. ROBINSON, Frank B. Psychiana. Moscow, Idaho: n.p.,
1932.
Approximately 235 pp. on 8 ½ x 11 inch paper, single spaced
typed throughout, in a folder. Twenty “lessons” (each 10-12
pages, more or less), plus 2 duplicates, plus a Psychiana Inc.
Certificate of Approval issued to John W. McCormick, who has
underlined (and crossed out) parts of many of the lessons, as well
as annotated portions thereof.
$ 3500.00

The first advertisement for Psychiana, which Robinson himself
penned and took around to local publishers in Spokane, Washington
in 1929, featured a picture of Robinson with the headline, “I
TALKED WITH GOD (yes I did, actually and literally).” Those who
expressed an interest in Robinson’s promises of health, wealth, and
happiness by responding to one of his ads were offered a series of biweekly lessons by mail on a subscription plan. Robinson had his own
printing presses and started a small publishing company, which
offered many of his own books on various spiritual themes, as well as
his memoir, The Strange Autobiography of Frank B. Robinson.

The complete twenty-course program for a “New Thought
Religion,” one of spiritual enlightenment promising health, wealth
and happiness through an alternative belief system, with the
underlying premise being a rejection of all the major organized
religions and a general embrace of modern science. Robinson
endeavors to reason with tight logic, propounding a faith in the “Law
of the Universe” that if subscribed to, would relieve many mundane
cares and concerns. Each of the lessons contains a message of selfempowerment, positive thinking, self-affirmation and motivational
cheerleading. Of interest, the two duplicate lessons (numbers 13 and
19) have printed cover sheets reading “Psychiana (The new
psychological religion) advanced course Number One,” and also
showing The Company’s printed logo as well as the logo reflecting
membership in the NRA (???? – weird).

Thematically, Robinson’s ideas, as expressed in Psychiana, grew out of
the metaphysical tradition and can be classified under the New
Thought umbrella. Robinson adopted concepts such as affirmations,
positive thinking, self-help and mental healing into Psychiana’s
lessons and emphasized health and material prosperity as possible
rewards for dedicated and hardworking Psychiana students. Robinson
said that the name he chose, “Psychiana,” came to him in a dream.
He unabashedly referred to himself as a prophet, and envisioned his
movement as becoming a worldwide, revolutionary spiritual force; at
the same time, he made little effort to establish any kind of
organizational structure beyond his headquarters office in Idaho,
preferring to keep the operation strictly on a correspondence level.
Psychiana burgeoned during the Great Depression, but Robinson
offended many of his contemporaries, not only by the “businesslike”
nature of Psychiana, but also with his harsh criticisms of conventional
Christianity.

Psychiana was a New Thought denomination created in 1928 by
Frank Bruce Robinson (1886–1948), with headquarters in Moscow,
Idaho. It began and largely remained a mail-order enterprise,
recruiting people through advertising in popular magazines and
through direct mail solicitations.

Upon Robinson’s death in 1948, Psychiana’s operations were taken
over by his wife, Pearl Robinson, and son, Alfred Robinson;
however, the denomination’s success was so closely associated with
Robinson and his personal style that it failed to survive for more than
a few years after his demise.

No. 86, ROBINSON

ORIGINAL OFFPRINTS OF THE
INVENTION OF X-RAYS
87. RÖNTGEN, Wilhelm Konrad
-- Eine neue Art von Strahlen. 8vo. 10, [2] pp., including final
blank. Original printed yellow wrappers, with the ownership
signature of Dr. H. Michaelis (?) on front wrapper.
(together with)
-- Eine neue Art von Strahlen. II. Mittheilung (Fortsetzung und
Schluss). 8vo. 9 pp., plus 3 pages publisher’s advertisements.
Original orange printed wrappers.
Two separate papers. Original offprints from Sitzungs-Berichten
der Physikalisch-medicinischen. Preserved in a folding clamshell
box. Würzburg: Stahel, 1895; 1896.
$ 25,000.00
First edition of the first published reports on the sensational
discovery of X-rays -- a form of light invisible to the eye which had
never before been observed. With remarkable insight, Röntgen first
suspected a new phenomenon while investigating the florescence
produced near a Crookes tube in late 1895. He immediately began a
thorough set of experiments that revealed the uses of the new ray for
science and medicine. Hundreds of articles and books on the new
Röntgen-rays were published in the year following their discoverer’s
announcement.
Röntgen (1845-1923), a German physicist, was awarded the first
Nobel Prize in physics in 1901. His research spanned nearly all the
branches of physics, from work with gases and solutions to
investigations of the electromagnetic theory of Maxwell.

Dibner, Heralds of Science, 171; Glasser (ed.), The Science of Radiology,
p. 204; Horblit, 90; Klickstein, On a New Kind of Rays. A
Bibliographical Study, 2; 10; Norman, One Hundred Books Famous in
Medicine, 83; Printing & the Mind of Man, 380; Sparrow, Milestones in
Science, 45 (198, 199)

RARE RENAISSANCE BOOK
OF SECRETS - WRITER’S IDENTITY (AND
GENDER) IN QUESTION
88. ROSSELLO, Don Timotheo. Della svmma de’ secreti
vniversali in ogni materia parte prima [et seconda]. Venezia: Giovanni
Bariletto, 1561.
Two parts in one. 8vo. [viii], 152; [viii], 152 leaves (A1 of first
part misbound following title and before table of contents). Each
part with separate title. Woodcut printer’s device of “Prudence”
with the motto Prudentia negotium non fortuna ducat on each title
and full-page on verso of last leaf of each part, woodcuts
historiated initials, text woodcut illustration of an alchemical
instrument (sigilla hermetis), contemporary manuscripts notes.
Contemporary vellum. Manuscript note on second title that
suggests that Rossello is an alias for D. Panizza of Venice (?). Also
of interest is the different spelling of Venice, “Venegia” on the
first title and “Venetia” on the second.
$ 10,500.00
First edition, extremely rare, of this important and enigmatic treatise
of alchemical, pharmaceutical and herbal formulas containing almost
every remedy and new mode of therapy for illness as well as the ability
to remain in good health. Among the topics described are recipes for
plague amulets to aphrodisiacs and formulas from lip balm to paint
pigments and cleaning teeth. In addition to the many other beauty
treatments, the second book illustrates how to prepare “special waters”
used to heal a variety of diseases. Noteworthy is the author’s description
of his preparation of camphor, quicksilver and sulfur to make a universal
medicine. Of special interest (especially given the question of the
gender of the writer) is the formula for a mixture of quail testicles, large
winged ants, musk, and amber to treat erectile dysfunction.

Little is known about the author and this work. In the same year the
present book was published, Isabella Cortese, an Italian writer and
alchemist, published I secreti della signora Isabella Cortese (The secrets of
Lady Isabella Cortese), same printer, same printer’s device, and very
similar text. Both works contain instructions on the preparation of
practical items such as toothpaste, soap and cosmetics; both contain
the same directions on the “universal medicine”; and both have the
same section on erectile dysfunction. Three men, Bariletto, Curtio

Troiano di Navò and Mario Caboga, can all be connected to both
works. Bariletto was a printer who came to Venice from the Riviera
di Salò on Lake Garda around 1550; di Navò, his brother-in-law and
described as a “book merchant,” applied in 1560 for the required
privileges to print both works; Chaboga, the Archdeacon of Ragusa,
was the dedicatee of both works. No extended information has been
found on Isabella Cortese and her life; all that is known is her book of
secrets. It has been questioned whether Cortese was a pseudonym for
Rossello (or whoever Rossello actually was), as the possibility might
exist for increased sales based on a female author. Alternatively, it
could be that Rossello was a pseudonym used by Cortese (or whoever
she actually was). The manuscript note indicating an alias of Rossello
puts everything into question; the only Panizza we could locate was
the printer Valente Panizza (fl. 1562-1572). Both books were
reprinted numerous times over the following hundred years.

ENGLISH PRO-CATHOLIC BOOK
SURREPTITIOUSLY PRINTED IN
BELGIUM
89. SAUNDER [SANDER], Nicolas. The supper of our
Lord set foorth according to the truth of the Gospell and Catholike
faith. With a confutation of such false doctrine as the apologie of the
Churche of England, M. Nowels Chalenge, or M. Juels Replie have
utttered, touching the reall presence of Christe in the Sacrament.
Louanii [Louvain, Belgium]: Apud Joannem Foulerum, 1566
[Jan.].
4to. [iii], 425 [i.e. 429], [2] leaves (the last two leaves, Rrrri-ii,
are misbound after the title page and Aii-iv are bound out of
order). A title vignette consists of a woodcut decoration
surrounding the Hebrew word “Manhu?” Contemporary
vellum, lower half of spine removed with the result as to be
able to examine the original sewing, contemporary
annotations on title, bookplate of William A. Battersby
(possibly the printer), stamps from the Monastery of St.
Francis in Crawley, Sussex.
$ 4500.00
Second printing; a 1565 edition appeared under a similar title.
Saunder’s book is a theological treatise on the Eucharist and the
practice of taking the Sacrament. He investigates the miracle of
transubstantiation, including the teachings of Saints Ambrose and
Augustine, and the Council of Nice’s declarations on Christ’s
Supper; he presents both the Catholic and heretical views of this
doctrine. As a priest, Saunder’s text is expectedly pro-Catholic; he
writes “I fear me he shall find nothing, besides the name of the
gospel, to be among the Protestants.” Much of the text supports his
response to earlier works by John Jewel and Alexander Nowell
which defend the Church of England.

THE FATHER OF AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGY
90. SAY, Thomas. American entomology, or descriptions of the insects of North America. Illustrated by coloured figures from original drawings
executed from nature. Philadelphia Museum: Samuel Augustus Mitchell, 1824, 1825, 1828.
Three volumes in one. 8vo. Extra engraved title page in Volume I. With 54 beautiful hand-colored plates, each with accompanying
text. Full calf in a contemporary style; lacks the title page to Volumes II and III, indexes to all volumes appear at the end of Volume
III. An excellent copy from the Boston Society of Natural History with their stamp on the plates and their bookplate on the pastedowns.
$ 5000.00
First edition of the first substantive North American book on insects, important for the author’s brilliant observations and his descriptions of
generic and specific characteristics. Say’s entry into entomology did much to enhance Americans’ understanding of the natural world. He was
familiar with American and European literature on insects and was a natural taxonomist, showing excellent judgment in selecting the significant
features of each species so that his descriptions did not leave taxonomic confusion. The drawings were done either by Say himself or by the
Philadelphia artist T.R. Pearl; the engraved title in
Volume I was by Charles-Alexandre Lesueur. The
illustrations are mainly based on observations taken
from nature in the course of various expeditions to
the South, the Rocky Mountains, the Minnesota
River Basin, and Mexico.
Say (1787-1834), a self-taught naturalist, was born in
Philadelphia. In 1819-20, Major Stephen Harriman
Long led an expedition to explore the Rocky
Mountains and the tributaries of the Missouri River
with Say as zoologist. Later, he served as chief
zoologist in Long’s expedition to the headwaters of
the Mississippi River, where he described many
important insects which now bear his name. He
developed a friendship with William Maclure,
president of the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia, who founded the utopian community at
New Harmony, Indiana, to which Say moved in
1825. His other major work was American conchology
(1830-34).
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ELEGANT MEDICAL EMBLEM BOOK
91. SCARLATTINI, Ottavio. Homo et ejus partes figuratus &
symbolicus, anatomicus, rationalis, moralis, mysticus, politicus, & legalis,
collectus et explicatus cum figuris. . . . Augsburg and Dilingae:
Augustae Vindelicorum & Joannis Caspari Bencard, 1695.
Two volumes in one. Folio. [i], 342, [xliv]; [xxviii], 249, [xxix]
pp. Complete with all blanks present. Separate titles to each work
in red and black, each with engraved printer’s device, and
separate half titles in black. With frontispiece by Heckenauer, 42
copper engravings, woodcut initials and head- and tailpieces. Text
in double columns. Wonderful contemporary rolled pigskin over
thick boards, clasps present; red edges, worming throughout
much of text.
$ 6000.00
First Latin edition translated by Matthias Honcamp from the original
Italian of 1683-1684. Scarlattini’s masterpiece is a tour-de-force
compendium fusing emblematic and occult knowledge with a treatise
on human anatomy and physiology. Emphasizing the dual nature of
humanity - external and internal, spiritual and material - the author
considers the human body both in parts and as a whole, discussing their
traits and associations in astonishing detail. Scarlattini interprets human
anatomy through a dizzying array of sources, including information on
symbolism, history, rites, proverbs, and much more. Particularly
interesting are his discussions of herbs and their astrological
correspondences for the treatment of disease, as well as providing the
formulae for preparations to be used in alchemical research. The occult
properties of saliva, urine, semen and the like are also explained.
This exhaustive treatment of the body was intended to appeal to a wide
audience - the preacher, the poet, and the natural philosopher could
each find in this text a useful companion.

Embedded in the text are 42 exquisite
copper engravings, each depicting a
different emblematic representation. These
vary from familiar scenes, such as the
depiction of “Triumph” as a foot treading
on the head of a defeated opponent, to the
downright bizarre; “Neglect of the divine,”
for example, depicts an open eye on the
sole of a shoe, like something out of a
surrealist tableau. There is a magical quality
at work in these illustrations that makes
them feel as relevant today as when the
work was first printed.
Scarlattini (1623-1699) is a rather
mysterious figure despite the richness of the
work he produced. All that is known of his
life is that he was a theologian of Italian
origin.

EXQUISITE COLOURED PLATES
OF CACTUS
92. SCHUMANN, Karl & GÜRKE, Max. Blühende Kakteen
(Iconographia Cactacearum). Neudamm: J. Neumann, 1904-1921.
Three volumes. 4to. [xiv], [240], [iv]; [xii], [240], [iv]; [vii], [232]
pp. With 176 chromolithograph plates. Original cloth, title in gilt
on cover, some wear to spines; tissue covers with marginal tears,
several signatures loose in Volume III, Volumes I and II signed on
half-title by previous owner and dated 1916. Generally in very
fine condition.
$ 12,000.00
First edition, from the original forty-five parts, and one of the most
beautiful works on cacti. With vibrant full-page colored plates, printed
from intricate images drawn by Toni Gürke, wife of the editor, and
hand-finished. A comprehensive look at almost two hundred flowering
cactus species, with a strong representation of plants from Central and
South America. This three volume work was presented by the German
Cactus Society, drawing together prints they had made over the course
of 21 years.
Schumann (1851-1904) received his doctorate in botany from the
University of Breslau. Upon publication in 1883 of his book on
cinnamon, Kritische untersuchungen über die zimtlander, he was invited to
become curator of the Berlin Botanical Museum. He also taught botany
at the University of Berlin and, in 1892, founded and served as first
chairman of the German Cactus Society (Deutsche KakteenGasellschaft). He made strong contributions to the field of botanical
morphology and is credited with describing hundreds (possibly
thousands) of new species. Three botanical genera and several cactus
species have been named after him.

PSYCHIC REFLEX

CONFIRMATION OF EPIGENESIS

93.
SETSCHENOW,
J.
[SECHENOV,
Ivan
Mikhailovich].
Physiologische
studien
über
die
hemmungsmechanismen für die reflexthätigkeit des rückenmarks im
gehirne des frosches. Berlin: August Hirschwald, 1863.

94. SERRES, [Antoine Étienne Reynaud Augustin].
Anatomie comparée transcendante. Principes d’embryogénie, de
zoogénie et de teratogénie. Paris: Firmin Didot Frères, 1859.

8vo. [iv], 51 pp. Wrappers; a fine copy in folding case.
$ 7500.00

Two volumes (text & atlas). 4to. [ii], xv, 942, [1] pp. Atlas with
26 folding lithograph plates. Morocco-backed marbled boards.
$ 1500.00

First edition of this extraordinarily rare treatise on the reflexes of the
brain, a pioneer work on cerebral reflex activity. According to
Sechenov, higher brain function, including any so-called voluntary
act, was basically reflex in nature for it was a response to sensory
stimulation which led to a motor act. “Thus the nervous system as a
whole functioned exclusively by means of reflex activity: lower or
spinal reflexes, and cerebral or “psychic” reflexes which included
emotions and thoughts” (Clarke & O’Malley, p. 362). “Sechenov
considered cerebral reflex activity the source of voluntary actions.
Stimulations, according to him, arise in the peripheral sense organs
and are mediated to the psychic realm, which determines the nature
of muscular response. Absence of all senses would thus make psychic
life impossible. However, the reflex activity itself is regulated by other
cerebral centers (especially that in the mid-brain), which serve in an
inhibitory capacity” (Haymaker & Schiller).
Sechenov (1829-1905), the father of Russian physiology, laid the
foundation for the study of reflexes, animal and human behavior, and
neuroscience. He showed that brain activity is linked to electric
currents and was the first to introduce electrophysiology. Among his
discoveries was the cerebral inhibition of spinal reflexes, and described
how the physiochemical factors in the environment of the cell are of
equal if not greater importance.
Garrison & Morton, 1362

First edition. “Serres did research into the development of the
bones and teeth in normal and abnormal fetuses and studied the
comparative anatomy of a number of vertebrate organs. He noted
that many organs start from a number of isolated centers, which
eventually unite to form a single adult organ – an observation that he
regarded as a complete confirmation of epigenesis. In his general
approach to the nature of life and the harmony between the organs
he was clearly influenced by Cuvier, who mentioned Serre’s work
with admiration” (DSB).
Serres believed that there was only one underlying animal type and
that in the course of their development, the organs of the higher
animals repeated the form of the equivalent organs in lower
organisms. In other words, higher animals go through embryological
stages analogous to the adult stages of lower life-forms in the course
of their development. The plates illustrate such things as organ
development, incompletely separated twins and malformed limbs.
Serres (1786-1868), a French physician and embryologist, was
appointed chief medical officer at the Hôpital de la Pitié. He was
elected to the Académie de Médecine in 1822 and to the Académie
des Sciences in 1828. In 1839, he preceded Flourens as professor of
comparative anatomy at the Jardin des Plantes and two years later
became president of the Académie des Sciences.

FORMULA FOR THERIACA FIRST
REVEALED
95. SILVATICUS, Joannes Baptista [SELVATICO,
Giovanni Battista]
De compositione et usu theriacae libri duo. [Heidelberg]: Apud H.
Commelinum, 1597.
$ 1800.00
8vo. 635, [3] pp. Printer’s device on title, woodcut initials.
Contemporary full vellum. Full-page contemporary
annotations on both inside covers. Small stamp of the library of
Antonianum College in Rome, small pasted label of a Jesuit
library (Padua), and ownership signatures on title.

No. 94, SERRES

First and only edition of this rare treatise on theriaca, a panacea
for everything from relief of asthma to an antidote for poisons.
Developed in the first century AD by the Greeks, it was widely
adopted in the ancient world as far away as China and India as a
multi-purpose medical cure. Indeed, the word “theriac” comes from
a Greek term meaning “pertaining to animals or beasts,” thus its use
against the bites of poisonous creatures. Selvatico begins the text
with a list of physicians practicing this medical art, including Galen,
who himself devoted an entire book to theriaca (one of his patients,
the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius, took it on a regular basis). He
then outlines the pharmacological composition and properties of
theriaca and theriaca andromachi, including the order of the
ingredients and the physical form of the drug. This is of significant
interest, in that it predates by over eighty years what was considered
to be the first publication of a formula for theriaca (Pharmacopaea
Amstelredamensis, 1683). The final part details its uses; in addition to
mentioning its application for poison, we are informed that it is
employed for inflammation or swelling of the belly, dropsy, cholera,
and even colic. Theriaca was also considered a remedy for moral
maladies, especially when public calamities such as plague were
considered a punishment of God.
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PRESENTATION COPY OF SIMPSON’S EXTRAORDINARY
DISCOVERY OF CHLOROFORM
96. SIMPSON, James Young. Account of a new anaesthetic agent,
as a substitute for sulphuric ether in surgery and midwifery. Edinburgh:
Sutherland and Knox; London: Samuel Highley, 1847.
8vo. 24 pp. Unbound as issued. Presentation copy by Simpson to
Dr. J.V.C. Smith, editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
Preserved in a morocco-backed slipcase.
$ 25,000.00
First edition, second issue, published two or three days after the
first. Simpson (1811-70), professor of midwifery at the University of
Edinburgh, reports on the advantages of chloroform over ether and
cites several cases where it had been used successfully. He was the first
to appreciate the value of chloroform as an anesthetic, having used it in
an obstetrical case on November 8, 1847, when he administered it to a
woman with a previous history of difficult labor; the baby was born
without complications about twenty-five minutes after the first
inhalation. Despite Simpson’s success with chloroform, he encountered
a great deal of opposition from conservative doctors and clergymen.
The medical establishment finally accepted his efforts when Queen
Victoria chose to take chloroform for the birth of Prince Leopold in
1853.
The first issue of Simpson’s pamphlet bears a postscript dated
November 12, 1847; the second is dated three days later and has an
additional paragraph at the end. Simpson most likely received this copy
directly from the printer, as it is postmarked November 19. On the last
blank is Dr. Smith’s address in the author’s hand, with postmarks dated
November 19th at Edinburgh and November 21st at Liverpool.
Simpson apparently mailed the pamphlet to Smith without an envelope,
addressing it on the blank verso of the last leaf. For a complete
discussion of the differences between the two printings, see Fulton and
Stanton.

TALISMANS FOR PROTECTION- CURING ILLNESS AND OTHER CURIOSITIES
97. SOREL, Charles. Des Talismans, ou Figures faites sous
certaines constellations, pour chasser les bestes nuisibles, détourner les
orages, guerir les maladies, & accomplir d'autres effets merveilleux. Paris:
Anthoine de Sommaville, 1636.
4to. [viii], 417, [3] pp. Woodcut initials, head- and tailpieces.
Beautiful eighteenth century blindstamped calf, raised bands on
spine.
$ 1850.00
First and only edition of a fascinating treatise on talismans,
enchantments to be made under certain [astrological] constellations,
which provide positive solutions for and protection against all manner
of ills, including diverting thunderstorms to curing disease. Additional
sections include Sorel’s commentary against Jacques Gaffarell’s (1601–
1681) famous work on Persian talismanic sculpture and astrology, as
well as a treatise on the composition and application of “sympathetic”
medicines and ointments for bodily wounds. Talismans rely upon one’s
understanding of the diverse heavenly bodies, and can achieve amazing
and magical deeds such as creating respect, enrichment, expelling
harmful beasts, and many other accomplishments. The section on
medicines and ointments focuses on the “sympathetic unguent” or
weapon salve, a mixture that purportedly cured wounds when applied
to the weapon that produced them. Recipes are provided for various
types of combat injuries.
The second text refutes Gaffarel’s Curiositez inouyes sur la sculpture
talismanique des Persans, horoscope des Patriarches et lecture des estoiles
(Unheard-of curiosities concerning talismanical sculpture of the Persians, the
horoscope of the Patriarchs, and the reading of the stars), printed in 1629. The
second text refutes Gaffarel’s Curiositez inouyes sur la sculpture talismanique
des Persans, horoscope des Patriarches et lecture des estoiles (Unheard-of
curiosities concerning talismanical sculpture of the Persians, the horoscope of the
Patriarchs, and the reading of the stars), printed in 1629. That work uses a

Jewish or Kabbalistic approach to astrology to explain how the
constellations can be interpreted through Hebrew letters and literally
read as a book. Incredibly popular and controversial, it was debated by
great thinkers of the day including Marsenne, Gassendi, and Descartes.
Sorel believed that Gaffarell is contradictory and “subjugates” talismans
by turning away from ancient (Greek and Roman) traditions
seemingly in favor of “oriental” traditions. He even cites the
Sorbonne’s condemnation of Gaffarell’s publication in his
introduction. Indeed, Sorel prints Gaffarell’s refutation of his own
work in a one-page declaration (pp. 305-306). Born and raised in
Paris, Sorel (c.1600-1674), Sieur de Souvigny, was a prolific novelist,
critic, philosopher, and
author of non-fiction
who composed volumes
on history, religion,
science, and magic – at
least 39 publications can
be credited to his name.

THE BASIS OF SEX DETERMINATION
A LANDMARK WORK INCLUDING THE RARE FIRST VOLUME
98. STEVENS, N[ettie] M[aria]. Studies in spermatogenesis with
especial reference to the “accessory chromosome”. Washington, D.C.:
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1905; 1906.
Two volumes. 8vo. 32; [ii], 33-74 pp., including bibliography in
both volumes. With 15 total plates. Original publisher’s cloth.
Bookplates of Cornell University Library noting the gift on Hon.
A.D. White (withdrawn stamp), and the ownership signature of
Mark A. Cukierski.
$ 800.00
First edition of this monumental study of chromosomal sex
determination in the sperm and egg cells of insect species, an early
example of XY sex-determination. The work describes Stevens’
research on the generation of sperm cells (spermatogenesis) and their
role in the fertilization of egg cells, with a focus on chromosomal
differences in sperm cells. Part I, published in 1905, investigates a
theory first noted by Clarence Erwin McClung, that an odd number of
chromosomes found in insects from some species formed a basis of
sexual determination by which an extra chromosome caused cells to
differentiate differently than normal. Stevens investigates the theory as a
potential sex determination mechanism.
The results of additional research are published in Part II, which focuses
on beetles, and her search for sexual differentiation mechanisms in
similar species to confirm sex determination by a distinct chromosomal
element. Stevens devotes much of her work describing chromosomes in
both germ cells (precursor cells to egg and sperm cells) and somatic cells
and her ability to determine which chromosome will result in the
development of a male or female. Stevens provides one of the first
observations of XY sex-determination, allowing researchers to locate
the material of Mendelian inheritance that passed specific traits through
a distinct chromosomal element.

ILLUSTRATED
EMERGENCY MEDICINE
99. TAMBA GENTOKU. Kokesai kyuho (Emergency remedies
for the benefit of the people). Kyoto, 1789-90.

Three volumes. Approximately 300 double pages, including
nearly 150 woodblock illustrations. Original wrappers with
printed labels; other than the occasional wormhole, a fine and
complete copy preserved in a folding box.
$ 5500.00
Probably one of the earliest illustrated accounts of Japanese
medicine, compiled by the famous court physician Tamba Gentoku,
also known as Taki Angen. The work is intended to promulgate
medical knowledge among the common people, describing how to
remedy maladies of various kinds without the aid of a physician.
The illustrations, many botanical in nature, cover every phase of
emergency treatment, including revival of the drowned or
intoxicated by artificial respiration and treatment by massage. Of
particular interest is an illustration of the most famous of all moxa
spots (“sanri”), located on the antero-lateral aspect of the (left) leg,
with detailed directions on how to “know” it.
Among the many aspects of emergency medicine, the author treats
(in Volume I) loss of consciousness, including apoplexy, sexual
intercourse, paralysis, sunstroke, cholera, epilepsy, intoxication, etc.;
(in Volume II) vomiting blood, blood in urine, jaundice, deafness,
obstructed urethra, lockjaw, wounds, cuts, contusions, eye injury,
scalds and burns, frostbite, etc.; and (in Volume III) death and
violent death, suffocation, starvation, hanging, drowning, and
freezing, foreign objects in parts of the body, accidental poising,
plants, grains, alcohol and ptomaine, prenatal emergencies, fetal
movement, hemorrhage, eclampsia, difficult births, postnatal
emergencies, septicemia and menorrhagia, infantile emergencies,
stillbirth, convulsion, roseola, infamtum, etc.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL HOMEOPATHIC
MATERIA MEDICA EVER PUBLISHED
100. VILLERS, A. von & THÜMEN, F. von. Die
Pflanzen des homöopathischen Arzneischatzes. Dresden: W.
Baensch, 1893.
Three volumes (1 text, 2 atlas). 4to. [vi], 476 pp. With
200 hand-colored engraved plates. Publisher’s gilt
pictorial cloth. A fine copy from the library of Dr. Med.
Mattes of Ravesnsburg with his stamp on the title and
the fly-leaves of the atlases.
$ 12,500.00
First edition of probably the most beautiful homeopathic
materia medica ever published. The fine plates are engraved
and delicately hand-colored. For many homeopathic plants,
this was the first time they had been illustrated in a published
work. The edition was very likely quite small; outside of
Germany, OCLC locates 5 copies in Europe and 7 in
America (Harvard, NLM, Missouri Botanical Garden,
College of Physicians, Universities of Washington,
Wisconsin, Michigan).
Thümen (1839-1892) was a German botanist and mycologist
and is best known for his studies on fungi. He was
responsible for the botanical aspects of the work, and Villers,
a homeopath, for the medical portion.

THE LANDMARK OF AMERICAN
LITERATURE
BEHAVIOR OF FLUIDS
101. WAALS, Johannes Diderik van der. Over de continuitet
van den gas-en vloeistoftoestand. Leiden: A. W. Sijthoff, 1873.
8vo. viii, 134 pp., including half title. With text diagrams and 1
large folding plate. Original printed wrappers. An excellent and
very clean copy with some unopened pages, preserved in a
clamshell box.
$ 7500.00
First edition of van der Waals’ classic dissertation on the continuity
of gaseous and liquid states, and in which he introduced the “van der
Waals equation” approximating the behavior of real fluids. This highly
influential document, which changed the course of molecular physics,
marked the beginning of a comprehensive molecular theory that was
simplified using basic mechanics to explain the changes in states of
liquids and vapors. Waals’ “idea of continuity was that there is no
essential difference between gaseous and liquid states of matter,
although one must consider other factors in addition to motion of the
molecules in the determination of the pressure. The important factors
are the attraction between particles and their proper volume” (Weber,
p. 41). This initial research led to his second great discovery of the law
of corresponding states in 1880.
Waals’ work on the states of liquids and gases had a great influence on
his contemporaries and engendered a huge body of derivative work.

Waals (1783-1923) was awarded the Nobel Prize for physics in
1910 for his work on the equation of state of gases and liquids,
introduced here.

102. WHITMAN, Walt. Leaves of grass. Brooklyn: [Printed
for the Author], 1855.
Folio. Engraved frontispiece portrait. Original green cloth
mounted onto boards, gilt-lettered and decorated in blind on
front and back covers within a triple gilt rule, gilt-lettered and
decorated spine (rear cover in remarkable facsimile); very
minor spotting on endpapers, otherwise an excellent bright
copy preserved in a clamshell case.
$ 95,000.00
First edition, first issue binding (BAL’s and Myerson’s Binding A),
first state of the frontispiece portrait (on heavy paper), second state
of the copyright page as usual, second state of p. iv. According to
the description in Christie’s (New York) catalogue of their sale of
the same edition on December 4, 2009 (lot 196 of Sale 2153, which
brought $218,500.00), “Whitman was spending nearly every day
there [at the printing office of James and Thomas Rome in
Brooklyn] that spring [of 1855], writing, revising, reading proof,
even working at the type case, just as he had done twenty years
earlier as an apprentice printer. Altogether he set in type about ten
of the ninety-five pages of a book that he also designed, produced,
published, promoted . . . The 795 copies the Romes ran off on
their hand press and delivered to the binder were all there were or
could be of the first edition. No plates were made; the book was
printed from type, and the type distributed” (Justin Kaplan, Walt
Whitman: a Life, Toronto: Bantam Books, 1982, p. 198). Myerson
notes that 795 copies were bound: 337 in Binding A in June and
July 1855; 262 in Binding B in December 1855 and January 1856;
and 196 copies in two other binding styles.

Whitman “ushered in a new era in American letters, describing
specifically American experiences in a distinctly American idiom.”
“Always the champion of the common man, Whitman is both the
poet and the prophet of democracy. The whole of Leaves of Grass is
imbued with the spirit of brotherhood and a pride in the democracy
of the young American nation. In a sense, it is America’s second
Declaration of Independence: that of 1776 was political, this of 1855
intellectual” (PMM).
BAL, 21395; Grolier, American, 67; Myerson, A2.I.a1; Printing & the
Mind of Man, 340

UNIQUE MINIATURE PAINTINGS
AND PRINTING ON MONOTYPE
103. WIGHT, Henry A. [Development of the universe. From
Creation to the Great Calm]. New York, 1923.
6 ½ x 5 inches (page size); 3 x 2 inches of image size
surrounded by 4 x 3 ¼ double decorative border. xiv, 24, 16
pp. Each of the 24 miniature paintings with decorative
separate title page, which includes title of painting and
number. Each painting is signed and with tissue cover. The 16
pages of printing contain quotations and poems from Blake,
Tennyson and Goethe, Amaranth & Asphodel, and songs all
finely decorated. The book is dedicated to the author’s wife.
Original calf binding with the author’s wife’s initials on front
cover, probably bound especially for her.
$ 12,500.00
Unique work of 24 miniature paintings by Henry Wight. Titles are:
Creation; The Birth of Woman; The Wail of the Sea; From out the
Darkness; Humanity; Robe of Inspiration; A Glimpse into Eden;
Heralds of New Life; The Spirit of Hope; The Cycle of Fear;
Creative Desire; The Communion of Souls; The Flames of Passion;
Symphony of the Soul; Beyond the Shadows; Consolation; Struggle
of the Senses; The Awakening; The Dawn of Understanding; The
Source of Life; The Spirits of Autumn; A Prisoner of Thought; The
World of Mystery; and The Great Calm.
Henry A. Wight, little known artist and poet, discovered his gift for
painting at a later age. This New York business man found the
medium of monotype painting to express his creativity and
spiritualism. He has been called a mystic and a visionary. “No art
could be more the outcome of natural impulse than his. And this
impulse is aesthetic. In these small monotypes the author conveys
ideas mysterious and charming,” much in the manner of the great

visionary painter William Blake.
The pattern of his work follows closely to the development of the
universe. Barren rock and earth, water, trees with vibrant foliage and
then animal forms such as birds and beasts inhabiting the new world.
Human forms draped at first then the pure undraped bodies of men
and women. It was noted that his paintings are suggestive of Dante’s
Divine Comedy, symbolic of the struggle of human existence.

“Beside distinctive color harmony, he shows within small areas an
appreciation of spaces and rhythmically arranged forms. His
refinement of execution does not preclude a sense of largeness in the
little naked figures, childlike figures, well defined but which continue
into space. In other of the small circular monotypes longer and
slimmer draped figures move with arms gracefully outstretched,
sensitively indicated and with action. These glide through greens,
browns, and reds, sensitive in color with subtle gradation” (Raymond
Henniker-Heaton, from A Catalogue of Paintings and Monotypes by
Henry A. Wight, 1922).

AMAZING INVENTIONS
104. ZONCA, Vittorio
Novo teatro di machine et edificii. . . . Padua: Pietro Bertelli, 1607.
Folio. [vii], 88, [4], 115, [1] pp. Engraved title and 42 full-page
engravings. Contemporary vellum, remnants of ties, title in ink
on spine; signature and date (eighteenth century) crossed out on
title, initials and notation to front and back paste-downs, overall
an excellent copy.
$ 20,000.00
First edition. This was the first of many works detailing and
illustrating machinery (including those by Ramelli, Besson, Strada,
etc.), all based upon the unpublished Trattado di architectura by
Francesco di Giorgio Martini (1439-1501). Indeed, according to
Norman, even Leonardo da Vinci had owned and annotated a copy of
Francesco’s treatise. Zonca’s images, copied by many later writers,
include inventions for mills such as a water mill running silk-spinners
and a water-powered grain mill operated on a boat moored in a river,
copper plating and printing presses, a barbeque spit turned by gears and
a windmill, as well as a perpetual motion machine. “The work is noted
for containing the first printed illustration of a gig-mill for raising nap
on cloth, and for spreading knowledge of the mangle” (Norman).
Zonca (1568-1602) was an Italian mechanical engineer. His book on
machines went through four editions, and some of the plates were
even published in a 1627 Chinese work on European mechanical arts,
Qiqi Tushuo by Johann Schreck and Wang Zheng.
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